




Be sure to give your name and address as well as the nature of your
emergency clearly. DO NOT HANG UP until you are sure that your
message has been understood.
INFORMATION DIRECTORY
FOR ANSWERS ON: CALL THE:
Administration Town Manager 926-6766
Assessments Assessor 926-6766
Bills & Accounts Town Manager 926-6766
Births & Deaths Town Clerk 926-6766
Building, Plumbing & Electric Permits . Building Inspector 926-6766
Certificate of Occupancy Building Inspector 926-6766
Dogs — Licenses Town Clerk 926-6766
Dogs — At Large Police Department 926-3334
Elections, Voter Registration Town Clerk 926-6766
Fire (Prevention & Routine) Fire Department 926-3316
Health — Complaints & Inspections . . Health Officer 926-6766
High Street Cemetery 926-6659
Library Lane Memorial Library . 926-3368
Motor Vehicle:
Registration & Licenses Town Clerk 926-6766
Police (Routine) Police Department 926-3333
Recreation Recreation Director 926-6766
Refuse Collection Public Works Dept 926-3202
Schools Superintendent 926-8992
Sewers — Inspection & Plug Ups Public Works Dept 926-4402
Snow Removal Public Works Dept 926-3202
Street & Sidewalk Maintenance Public Works Dept 926-3202
Taxes (Real Estate & Resident) Tax Collector 926-6766
Welfare & Relief Town Manager 926-6766
Zoning Building Inspector 926-6766
HOURS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Town Offices — Weekdays 9 a.m.-Noon — 1 :00 p.m.-5:00 p.m
School Offices — Weekdays 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m
Lane Library — Monday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Tuesday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Wednesday 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Thursday 10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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H. Alfred Casassa 1984
SELECTMEN
Glyn P. Eastman, Chairman 1983
Brian G. Doherty 1984
Ashton J. Norton 1984
John R. Walker 1985





Wilson P. Dennett 1983
COLLECTOR OF TAXES
Lewis W. Brown 1985
Ann W. Kaiser, Deputy
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
John J. Chernesky 1983
Stanwood S. Brown 1984
D. Malcolm Hamilton 1985
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Dorothy M. Little, Chairman 1983
Catherine B. Anderson ^ 1984
Barbara A. Reger Ryan 1985
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Minnie E. Philbrook, Chairman 1984
Charlotte K. Preston 1986
Carol N. McCarthy 1988
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Roland W. Paige 1983
Francis H. Fitzgerald 1984
Ronald A. Remick 1985
PLANNING BOARD
Judith A. Doyle, Chairman 1983
Richard W. Bateman, Vice-Chairman 1984
Peter B. OIney, Clerk 1984
Louisa K. Woodman (Res.) 1983
Richard D. Roy 1983
Craig N. Salomon 1985
Robert L. Brindamour 1985
Robert V. Lessard, Selectman Rep. 1983
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
Arthur J. Moody, Chairman 1984
Lester W. Bowen (Deceased) 1983
Susan Tremblay 1983
Paul R. Nersesian, Clerk 1983
Leonard Woodman 1983
Kenneth W. Malcolm 1983
Jean E. Cusack 1983
John J. NIckerson 1983
Susan P. Thompson 1983
Norman F. Royal (Rem.) 1984
William C. Wilson 1984
B. Gordon Waters (Resigned) 1984
Robert G. Casazza 1985
Judith A. Park 1985
Robert R. Thompson, Jr. (Resigned) 1985
Mary-Louise Woolsey, Vice-Chairman 1985
Ashton R. Norton, Selectman Rep. 1983
Arthur J. Brady, Jr.,
School Board Rep. 1983
James M.Kennedy, Village Dist.
Commission Rep. 1983
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
Beverly Hollingworth 1984
Ednapearl F. Parr 1984
Kenneth W. Malcolm ~ 1984
E.Jane Walker 1984
VILLAGE DISTRICT COMMISSIONERS
Richard D. Roy 1983
Bernard Lemerise 1984
James D. Kennedy 1985










George F. Hardardt, Director
Charles Burlington, Superintendent of Highways






















John Walker, Selectmen's Rep. 1982
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Ruth G. Stimson, Chairman 1985
Ann W. Kaiser 1983
Cora L. Munsey 1984
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Peter Randall 1985
Neil MacPherson, Treasurer 1985
Irene Palmer, Chairman 1983
Loren H. Hutchins III 1983
Nelson B. Grant, 1983
Ruth Nutter, Secretary 1984
Ellen D. Goethel 1984
Judith A. Doyle, Liaison Planning Board 1983
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Roger Syphers, Chairman 1985
Kenneth H. Buell 1983
William Massey 1984







ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Henry J. Stonie, Chairman 1983
Michael Daboul 1987
Peter A. Stern 1985
Wendell C. Ring 1986




Regular Ballots Cast 389
Absentee Ballots Cast 11
TOTAL Democratic Ballots Cast 400
GOVERNOR
Hugh J. Gallen 316
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
(FIRST DISTRICT)
Norman E. D'Amours ' 349
COUNCILOR
Dudley W. Dudley 310
STATE SENATOR
Robert F. Preston 350
REPRESENTATIVE
Robert G. Casazza 264
Beverly A. Hollingworth 312
Philip C. Panori 218
John B. Tanzer 216
Rita A. Trayes 209
DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION
Carol J. Bird 212
John J. Kelley .233
K. Susan Patenaude 224




















Regular Ballots Cast 1006
Absentee Ballots Cast 48
TOTAL Republican Ballots Cast 1054
GOVERNOR
Leigh D. Bosse 10
William H. Byron 7
Louis D.'Allesandro 274
Joseph Daniel Fletcher. Jr 9
David L. Gosselin 28
Robert B. Monier 1 87
John H. Sununu 501
John P. Zareas 7





James F. Fallon 453














Kenneth W. Malcolm 540
Ednapearl F. Parr 726
Roberta C. Pevear 603
E. Jane Walker 636
Leonard Woodman 453
DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION
Allen R. Bridle 596
Barbara B. Drew 569
Peter Janetos 612
Frederick N. Rice 618
Judith B. Straw 429
Louisa K. Woodman 566
COUNTY SHERIFF
Charles F. Vetter 735




Clarke E. Chandler 743
REGISTER OF DEEDS
Edith E. Holland 801
REGISTER OF PROBATE




Total number of names on checklist: 6359
Total number of Ballots cast: 3948
Total number absentee ballots cast: 233
GOVERNOR
Hugh J. Gallen, Littleton, D 2015
John H. Sununu, Salem, R 1782
Meldrim Thomson, Jr., Orford, Ind 43
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
Norman E. D'Amours, Manchester, D 2220
William 0. Mackenzie, Goffstown, Ind 13
Robert C. Smith, Tuftonboro, R 1417
COUNCILOR
Dudley W. Dudley, D 1952
Geraldine Sylvester, R 1669
STATE SENATOR
Robert F. Preston, D 1702
Robert F. Preston, R 1 742
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
Robert G. Casazza, D 1487
Beverly A. Hollingworth D 2068
Kenneth W. Malcolm, R 1572
Philip C. Panori, D 992
Ednapearl F. Parr, R 2087
Roberta C. Pevear, R 1 955
John B. Tanzer, D 1021
Rita A. Trayes, D 1 088
E. Jane Walker, R 2181
Leonard Woodman, R 1558
SHERIFF
Charles F. Vetter, R 1 831
Charles F. Vetter, D 1422
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Carleton Eldredge, R 1772
Carleton Eldredge, D 1379
COUNTY TREASURER
Clarke R. Chandler, R 1643
Clarke R. Chandler, D 1361
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REGISTER OF DEEDS
Edith E. Holland, R 1778
Edith E. Holland, D 1378
REGISTER OF PROBATE
Edward J. Howard, R 1 738
Edward J. Howard, D 1361
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
John C. Driscoll, D 1403
John C. Driscoll, R 1750
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S ANNUAL REPORT
To the Citizens of Hampton:
The Board of Selectmen take pleasure in presenting
Hampton's345th Annual Reportfortheyearending December
31, 1982.
Among the major accomplishments during this year were
the following:
1. At a Special Town Meeting on May 11, 1982, the voters of
the Town of Hampton made significant history in establishing
a policy to sell land at Hampton Beach owned by the Town to
lessees. After months of study by a special Leased Land Study
Committee, a comprehensive procedure was put in place
which will include the formation of a real estate commission
once necessary legislation has been enacted by the New
Hampshire Legislature. This procedure will not be fully
implemented for some time but the first step has been taken for
the transfer of leased land, a matter which has been under
discussion for more than twenty years.
2. The setting of the 1 982 tax rate that was below the tax rate
of 1981 . This is something that has not been accomplished for
many years and is the result of the efforts of all Town
departments working with the Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee.
3. A major attack has been launched to solve the traffic and
parking problems at Hampton Beach with the first step being a
soon to be signed agreement with the Roman Catholic Church
for use of the Church Street parking lot at Hampton Beach.
4. In-house computer is now on line and has taken over
many functions that were previously done by outside
contractors, such as municipal tax bills.
5. Continued work on sewer and drainage problems, with
particular reference to the Ashworth Avenue drainage study
which should result in the alleviation of the drainage problem
within the near future.
6. Perhaps the most significant personnel change was the
hiring of Anthony Kuncho as Fire Chief. Mr. Kuncho was
previously Chief of the Salem Fire Department. He is a
welcome addition to our Town.
We feel that this has been a productive year, marked by the
fiscal management and accountability of the Town Manager
and Department heads, with the thoughtful assistance of the
Budget Committee. The Board of Selectmen have worked
together in an attempt to solve the never ending problems that
13
face the community so that orderly growth can be combined
with fiscal concern.
This report covers some of the highlights of our 1982
activities. We have tried to work in the best interest of all of our
citizens of the Town and with your help we will continue to
develop an even better Hampton in the years ahead.
Respectfully submitted,
Board of Selectmen
Glyn P. Eastman, Chairman





TOWN MANAGER'S ANNUAL REPORT
I am pleased to contribute to the 1 982 Town Report, together
with written reports of all town departments, boards, and
committees, for your review of town activities during 1982.
Three new programs were installed in our IBM computer;
property tax program, resident tax program and land rent
program. Together with payroll and fund accounting, five
major programs are now administered by town office
personnel, eliminating the need of hiring outside firms for
these purposes.
Chief Tony Kuncho of the Hampton Fire Department, a new
member of the town staff, is fast becoming acquainted with the
department, residents of the town, and the community at large.
Say Hello and make his acquanitance when you have the
opportunity. Also new in the department is the long awaited
Maxim Ladder Truck, with which we are very pleased.
Many "Alcohol Prohibited" signs were put up by the Public
Works Department in an effort to forewarn visitors of our open
container law. In spite of all efforts, Hampton District Court is
kept extremely busy handling the large number of violators
brought before the court.
The Police Station received two coats of fresh paint and the
Municipal Building was resided during the year to help spruce
up our town buildings.
For the traveling public, the Christmas Light Committee had
installed new decorations and wiring in the center of town. An
additional amount is requested for this coming year to
complete their work. The committee is to be commended for
the effort they gave to this project.
The town has surveyed all that town owned land between 1 st
and 12th Streets at North Beach and will continue with the
"Pines" section in the Spring.
My personal thanks are extended to the Board of Selectmen,
town employees, boards and commissions, and residents of
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The Building Department consists of two people, a building
inspector and a secretary, both full-time employees.
Construction activity showed a modest increase over the
previous year. 121 new dwelling units were added, a 37%
increase, and new single family homes increased by 17%. 729
building permits were issued, with a construction value of
$8,787,768, producing $31,299 in fees.
During this period 1,763 building and zoning related
inspections were made, 51 building violations and 5 zoning
violations were discovered, and 35 complaints, requiring 66
inspections, were received. Certificates of Occupancy were
issued for the conversion from seasonal to year-round
occupancy for 18 dwelling units.













Permits issued, by classification:
HOUSEKEEPING RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Single Family Dwellings 28
Two Family Dwellings 5
Multi-Family Dwellings 6
Moved or Relocated Dwellings 2
Mobile Homes 2
ALL OTHER BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
Hotels/Motels 3
Residential Garages and Carports 20
Professional Buildings 2
Stores and Mercantile Buildings 2
Garden or Storage Sheds 33
Swimming Pools 12
20
other Structures, other than Buildings 47
Additions, Alterations and Conversions 509
Wood/Coal Stoves 24
Permanent Signs 13





The Assessor's department consists of an assessor, a full
time secretary, and a part-time secretary.
TAXABLE VALUATION
1981 1982 Adjustment
Precinct (only) $1 07,590,900 $1 1 0.522,700 +$2,931,800





Municipal 9.70 9.90 +.20(+2%)
County 1.20 1.40 +.20(+16%)
Schools 12.40 11.20 -1.20(-10%)
Town Rate 23.30 22.50 -.80(-3%)
PRECINCT




-Town 23.30 22.50 -.80(-3%)
-Precinct 24.50 24.00 -.50(-2%)
-Exempt 24.00 23.10 -.90(-4%)
As demonstrated by the graphs above, the Town of Hampton
has enjoyed ample growth in the past year as evidence by the
increase in assessed valuation.
Sound management over the past few years has resulted in a
surplus which helped in lowering this year's tax rate. A credit
to management, employees and taxpayers of the community.
Respectfully submitted,






PERSONNEL: 28 Full-Time 50 Part-Time
During 1982, changes in full-time personnel included the
resignations of Patrolmen Brian Chevalier and James Ferland;
Clerk/Dispatchers Michael Small and Sylvia Moulton. New
members of the Hampton Police Department include
Patrolmen Charles West and William Norwood, Secretary
Isabel Coyne, and Clerk/Dispatcher William Donovan, III.
All sections of the department continue to function well
under an ever increasing workload. Members of the Patrol
Force, the youth Service Officer (Sgt. Joseph MacDonald), the
Prosecutor (Ptimn. Peter Smith, III), and the Crime Prevention
Officer (PtImn. Arthur Wardle, Jr.) continue to do outstanding
work in their respective fields. Detective William Wrenn was
recently promoted to the position of Detective Sergeant, in an
effort to coordinate and supervise more closely the various
aspects of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation. Det. Sgt.
Wrenn has continued to conduct the training of the Special
Officers, who must be trained and certified according to the
New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council. He
also coordinated additional training with the Training Council
for the majority of full-time officers throughout the year.
Firearms Training, ably conducted by Sgt. Victor DeMarco and
PtImn. Robert McLaughlin, continues to be a mandatory
qualification each year, with full-time officers required to meet
the minimum standards in a basic course of fire twice a year,
and with Special Officers qualifying once a year. The Mounted
Patrol Unit, under the direction of Sgt. Dennis Pelletier,
successfully completed its second year of service and
continues to present much needed police presence in difficult
areas, especially during the summer season.
Due to limitationsplacedonthelenghtof ourannual report, I
am unable to list all the names of department personnel and
their accomplishments throughout the year. I wish the best to
all of those who have resigned to accept positions elsewhere,
and I wish to thank everyone, including the Deputy Chief and
my Staff for their efforts in striving to maintain high standards
in performance of their duties. Last, but not the least, I wish to
express my sincere appreciation to the residents of the Town
of Hampton, to the Hampton Fire Department, and to the
Department of Public Works, whose support and cooperation





1982 ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE HAMPTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Summary of 1982 Fire Related Calls
Box Alarms 1 93
Still Alarms 550
Ambulance 828
Wallk-in Medical (town) 21










Motor Vehicle Accident 88
False Alarm 32
Accidental Alarm 21




Special Permits ; . 85
Prevention Material Issued 2,676
Complaints Investigated 6
Fires Investigated 20
Fire Prevention Classroom Education-965 hours
Summary of Medical Calls
No. of calls in Hampton 824
Out of Town Calls 4
Number Transported 563
Walk-In Medical Aid 427
No. Transport needed 265
ESTIMATED FIRE LOSS 1982: $44,888.00
Training Division
3,255 man hours of in-house training for Permanent and Call
Firefighters. In November the Chief, Deputy, Fire Prevention
Officer and seven (7) Lieutenants attended a week-end
seminar held at the Ashworth and taught by the National Fire
Protection Association. The Fire Officers must keep abreast of
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the fast-growing society of highly dangerous chemicals and
the fast-changing fire technology which surrounds them.
Let. Robert Regan just recently completed his Associate's
degree program in Fire Science. He is to be commended.
The Ambulance Training this year reached an all-time high.
Thirty (30) Fire-fighters and Officers are Nationally Registered
EMT's. Twenty-four (24) of these men are State Licensed to
use Esophogeal Obturator Airways. Thirteen (13) Fire-fighters
have been Certified in the use of MAST Anti-Shock Trousers.
The total hours of training to accomplish this — 1197 hours.
Report of the Chief
The Hampton Fire Department presently has a very
progressive on-going fire prevention program in place and
through its efforts is showing good results. Example: In 1982
only one (1) working fire and to date, one of the lowest fire loss
estimates in history, $44,888.00. The Ambulance staff is
beyond a doubt one of the best equipped and most
knowledgeable in the New England area, and is definitely the
best trained.
Last May the new ladder truck was delivered and placed into
action in the Town Station.
From the staff and members of the Hampton Fire
Department, we will endeavor to continue to provide the best
and the utmost protection affordable.








In 1982 we processed 763,260,000 gallons of wastewater of
which 609 tons were solid waste (sludge). Our average
monthly flow was 63,605,000 gallons. Included in the overall
flow is 4,485,200 gallons of septic tank system wastewater and
sludge.
Sewers & Drains
In 1982 drainage projects included the construction of the
following projects; Hobbs Road, Marston School crossing, Mill
Road, Emery Lane, High Street, Glen Road, Dow Avenue-
Ashworth Avenue, and Park Avenue. Installed in the above
projects were 4, 1 53' of 1 2" pipe, 1 ,251 ' of 1 8" pipe, 226' of 21
"
pipe and 47 catch basins.
Major sewer construction completed in 1982 was Priority
#17 Phase I Briar Road, Wild Rose Lane, and Mocassin Lane.
Sewer reconstruction in 1982 included 750' of 8" main and 2
manholes between Duston Avenue and the State Pier.
We installed 13 new sewer laterals, repaired 19 laterals,
relaid 4 others. We installed 1 new manhole and repaired
and/or raised 40 others.
Drainage reconstruction in 1982 included replacing the lines
on Leavitt Road and Lafayette Road (between Tower Drive and
835 Lafayette Road). Installed in the above 2 projects were
630' of 18" pipe, 326' of 12" pipe, and 9 catch basins. Three
drain lines and 27 catch basins were repaired.
There were 78 new entrances intoour sanitary sewer system
requiring 107 inspections; 55 new sewer permits were issued.
There were 280 locations made for contractors, water
company, gas company, etc. In addition 36 calls for plug-ups
were handled of which 10 were the responsibility of the Town.
We cleaned 24,662' of sewer and drain lines with the sewer
jet. 176 catch basins were cleaned.
Solid Waste Disposal
Rubbish collection is still one of the most demanding jobs of
our department. Routes are increasing steadily as our
population increases and we continue to produce more and
more throw-away products.
25

















The above does not include rubbish taken to our dump by
contractors, citizens, state and private rubbish collectors.
Highway Maintenance & Construction
Routine maintenance has been the priority of the highway
section in the past year. Routine maintenance includes:
trimming and grooming of roadsides, removal of roadside
litter, sweeping streets and intersections, repairing sidewalks
and patching of streets.
Our road resurfacing program is a continuing one. During





















Along with the resurfacing of the above roads, shoulders
were brought up to grade with crushed gravel where required.
In a combined effort with Boston & Maine Railroad the
railroad bridge on Exeter Road was repaired. The Town and
B & M worked together to remove old pavement. B & M then
repaired and replaced planking. Finally the Town paved with
52 ton of hot top.
During the year we used 240 cubic yards of grader mix, 316
tons of hot top and 140 tons of (Blue Chip) winter patch. This
material was used for shoulder patching, drain and sewer ditch
patching and pot hole patching.
Following the acceptance of the gravel roads in the Smith
Colony area all roads were graded and repaired.
A flagstone sidewalk was constructed in Founders Park.
The parking spaces, crosswalks, slow school and stop lines
throughout the Town were painted.
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During 1982 we received 46" of snow requiring plowing,
snow removal and salting and sanding of our roads. All told we
had 9 storms. The cost of these storms, excluding normal
maintenance, was $33,068.76 or $718.89 per inch of snow.
There were 35 driveway permits issued requiring 70
inspections.
As always, street signs and traffic control signs have been a
large problem to maintain. During 1982 we installed and/or re-
installed 439 signs of all types, mostly due to malicious
vandalism.
Your Public Works Department will continue to produce
commensurate with the funds made available to us. Always









The Annual Town Meeting for the Town of Hampton, N.H.,
was called to order by the Moderator, Hon. H. Alfred Casassa
at 8:00 a.m. on March 9, 1982.
After the reading of the Warrant, the polls were opened and
voting took place until 8:00 p.m., with the absentee ballots
being opened at 3:00 p.m. The business of the Town Meeting
was adjourned until Saturday, March 13, 1982 at 10:00 a.m., at
Winnacunnet High School.
Articles 1 and 36 through 46 were decided on the written
ballot on March 9th and Articles 2 through 35 and 47 through
52 were decided on Saturday, March 13, 1982.
Article 1 , to elect Town Officers by non-partisan ballot. The
results were as follows:
Selectman for three years
Lester W. Bowen 189 (Deceased)
William Bowley 419
Robert "Vic" Lessard* 1405
John J. Nickerson 551
John R. Walker* 1406
Moderator for Two Years
H. Alfred Casassa* 1994
Collector of Taxes for Three Years
Lewis W. Brown* 1932
Wendell C. Ring, Jr. 330
Treasurer for One Year
Wilson P. Dennett* 1749
Pauline M. Hotte 395
Cemetery Trustee for Three Years
Ronald A. Remick* 1991
Library Trustee for Three Years
Barbara A Reger Ryan* 1804
Planning Board for Three Years
Robert L Brindamour* 1295
Richard D. Roy 1121
Craig N. Salomon* 1129
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Supervisor of the Checklist
Carol N. McCarthy* 822
Fred Rice 633
Mary P. Ryan 567
Trustee of the Trust Funds
James C. Connor 898
D. Malcolm Hamilton* 1055
l\/lunicipal Budget Committee for Three Years
Robert G. Casazza* 1372
Judith A. Park* 1261
Robert R. Thompson, Jr.* 1281
Mary-Louise Woolsey* 1196
l\/lunicipal Budget Committee for Two Years
^Elected
ARTICLE 36: To see if the Town will adopt the Adjusted
Elderly Exemptions from residential property taxes, as
authorized by the 1981 Session of the General Court.
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the
adjusted elderly exemptions from property tax? These
statutes provide for the following exemptions, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers: for a person 65 years
of age up to 75 years, $1 0,000; for a person 75 years of age up to
80 years, $15,000; for a person 80 years of age or older,
$20,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his
spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of less than
$10,000 or if married, a combined net income of less than
$12,000, and own net assets of $30,000 or less, excluding the
value of the person's residence."
YES 1834 NO 262
ARTICLE 37: To see if the Town will vote to amend Article
1.6.13 of the Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
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Penny Arcade: A hall, walk, room, structure or building
containing three or more amusement devices or gaming
machines, which are used primarily for the purpose of deriving
income or porfit through public use. The expansion of a penny
arcade is intended to include the addition of more such
devices, machines or equipment within any existing penny
arcade, any increase in the dimensions of such existing penny
arcade and/or the establishment to or part of any existing
penny arcade or other hall, walk, room, structure or building
where any such devices, machines or equipment are located.
YES 1216 NO 744
ARTICLE 38: To see if the Town will vote to amend the
Zoning Ordinance aby adding Article 1.6.13-A, definition of
Amusement Device.
Amusement Device: A mechanical device which is operated
by the public through the insertion of a coin, token, slug or
plate, or the paying of a consideration for the general purpose
of a game, entertainment or amusement. Such devices may
include but are not limited to: pinball machines, pool tables,
electronic and/or video games, gaming devices or children's
rides. Such devices shall not include pay telephones;
cigarette machines; newspaper, food, beverage or product
dispensing machines.
YES 1293 NO 609
ARTICLE 39: To see if the Town will vote to amend Article
3.26 of the Zoning Ordinance by adding Footnote 1.
"Parking lots to be permitted in the Residence Seasonal
(RCS) Zone subject to site plan/subdivision review by the
Planning Board."
YES 1374 NO 481
ARTICLE 40: To see if the Town will vote to delete Article
3.27 of the Zoning Ordinance:
"The sale of intoxicating liquors or intoxicating beverages of
any kind, whether by the bottle, by the can, by the glass or
otherwise. No restaurants, hotels, or clubs with on-sale
permits as defined by RSA 181:4, nor clubs with licenses as
defined by RSA 178:7 shall be located within a radius of 1,000
feet of any type of existing establishment as defined herein."
YES 1163 NO 718
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote to amend
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Article3.33 of the Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
"Junk yards, dumps, storage of hazardous waste materials,
storage of abandoned automobiles."
YES 1418 NO 403
ARTICLE 42: To see if theTown will vote to amend Article IV
of the Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
4.1.1 Minimum lot area per dwelling unit, delete 3,000 square
feet in Industrial Zone.
YES 1088 NO 660
ARTICLE 43: Toseeif theTown will vote to amend Article IV
of the Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
4.1.1 Minimum lot area per dwelling unit, to be 1,200 square
feet in the Business Seasonal Zone.
YES 1152 NO 554
ARTICLE 44: To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VI
- Parking of the Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
6.1 No building shall be erected or altered, or use change
allowed, unless off-street parking facilities are provided in
accordance with the minimum requirements set forth. No
building permit will be issued until an off-street parking plan is
approved by the appropriate authority. Certificates of
Occupancy are prohibited until required parking facilities are
completed.
6.1.1 No off-street parking shall be required for any
commercial building in the Business-Seasonal use district not
providing sleeping quarters.
6.2 Any construction, alteration or change of use which
results in additional dwelling or rental units or intensifciation
of use of a piece of property must provide off-street parking for
all units and uses, including both existing and additional ones.
In the case of mixed uses, the parking requirements shall be
the sum of the individual uses, so that the parking for one use
shall not be considered as providing the parking for any other
use.
6.3 Parking Requirements:
6.3.1 Dwelling units (single, double, multi-family): Two
spaces per dwelling unit plus one guest space per eight units.
6.3.2 Sleeping rooms in hotels, motels and rooming houses:
Onespace per sleeping room plus one guest space per sixteen
units.
6.3.3 Professional, general office or service use: At least one
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space per 300 square feet. At site plan review or use change
request, Planning Board may require more spaces, up to one
per 50 square feet.
6.3.4 Retail Business: One space per 300 square feet.
6.3.5 Clubs, restaurants or places of assembly: One space
per three person capacity.
6.3.6 Industrial uses: One space per third employee per
shift.
6.3.7 Places of worship: No requirement.
6.3.8 Where a use is not specifically included in the above
schedule, it is intended that the regulation for the most nearly
comparable specified use shall apply, to the end that adequate
space shall be provided to accommodate the vehicles of all
persons likely to be gathered at the premises at any one time.
YES 1353 NO 433
ARTICLE 45: To see if the Town will vote to amend the
zoning map and zoning ordinance of theTown of Hampton by
rezoning to Residential C Seasonal (RCS) use that portion of
the area presently zoned for Seasonal-Business (BS) use
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a point where the existing RCS line intersects
Church St. and continuing South along this line to the Exeter-
Hampton Expressway and turning and running East along the
Southerly lot line of lot 12 (Map 89) for 117 feet (more or less)
then crossing Brown Avenue and following along the
Southerly line of lots 8 and 7 (Map 89) for 139 feet (more or
less) then crossing Highland Avenue and running East along
the Southerly bound of lot 26 (Map 114) for 940 feet (more or
less) to the rear of lot 13 (Map 114) then turning South (moreor
less) and running along the West (rear) lotlineof lots13and14
(Map 114) then turning East along the Southerly sidelineof lot
14 (Map 114) continuing across the end of Charles Street and
along the Southerly sidelineof lot 15 (Map 114). Then turning
North and running along the rear lot lines ofthose lots fronting
on the East side of Charles Street, continuing across Church
Street to lot 57 (Map 116). Then turning East on Church Street
to the intersection of Cole Street, and then turning North along
the West side of Cole Street to the current (RCS) line.
Meaning and intended to expand the existing (RCS) zone to
include the following streets in their intirety: Charles Street,
Williams Street, Lyons Street, Francis Road, McKay Avenue,
Cutler Avenue; also the West side of Cole Street and Church
Street East to and including Lot 119 (Map 116) at the
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intersection of Cole Street which are currently in the Business
Seasonal Zone and shown on the map (maps) that
accompanies this petition. (Signed by 34 registered voters of
the Town of Hampton.) (Recommended by the Planning
Board.)
YES: 1236 NO: 490
ARTICLE 46: We, the undersigned legal voters of the Town
of Hampton, request that the following amendments to the
Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map be submitted to the voters
at the 1982 town meeting:
1 - Amend Article 11 -Districts, to add a new district
Recreational Seasonal - RS.
2 - Amend Article 111 - Use Regulations to add permitted
uses in the Recreational Seasonal zone the same as those in
the Business Seasonal except Art. Ill, 3.8 multifamily
dwellings, to read 3.8, RS-X.
3 - Amend Article IV - Dimensional Requirements to add
requirements for the RS zone the same as the Business
Seasonal Zone except Art. 1 V, 4.6 to be (21 ) and 4.7 to be (21
)
and add to "footnotes" a new number 21 to read "not permitted
in the Recreational Seasonal Zone."
4 - Amend Article V - Signs, to add requirements for the RS
zone the same as the Business Seasonal zone.
5 - Amend Article VI - Parking, 6.2 to changethe reference in
the first sentence from "Business Seasonal" to "Recreational
Seasonal."
6 - Amend the Zoning Map of the Town of Hampton to
change from Business Seasonal to Recreational Seasonal all
the area currently in the Business Seasonal zone southerly of a
line beginning at the intersection of the westerly bound of the
Business Seasonal zone with the RCS zone at the northerly
projection of the center-line of Fuller Acres and proceeding
generally southerly and easterly along the centerline of Fuller
Acres and an easterly projection of that line to the easterly
bound of the Business Seasonal zone. (Signed by 36
registered voters of the Town of Hampton.) (Not
recommended by the Planning Board.)
YES: 573 NO: 1121
The Moderator, Hon. H. Alfred Casassa called the
postponed session of the March 9, 1 982 Town Meeting to order
at 10:00 a.m., March 13, 1982 at the Winnacunnet High School
Cafeteria.
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He called on George Hardardt, Director of Public Works to
lead us in the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
After the Pledge, he introduced the Reverend James A.
Barclay, Pastor of the Hampton Congregational Church to
give the Invocation.
Officials sitting on the stage were introduced: Jane Kelley,
Town Clerk; Robert "Vic" Lessard, Chairman of the Board of
Selectmen; Selectmen Ashton Norton, Glyn Eastman, and
John Walker, (Selectman Brian Doherty arrived late). Chief
Robert Mark of the Police Department; Director of Public
Works, George Hardardt: Town Counsel, John McEachern,
Esq., Town Manager Philip Richards; Chairman of the
Municipal Budget Committee, Kenneth Malcolm.
The Moderator explained the procedures he would use
during the Meeting. He stated he would read the Article,
recognize its sponsor, entertain discussion, and take one
amendment at a time. He reminded the voters that once a vote
was taken reconsideration of any vote would not be allowed
unless done immediately after the vote was taken. He would
not consider articles out of order of their appearance in the
Warrant and asked that people who wished to address the
Town Meeting would identify themselves, and requested that
no discussion would be conducted between speakers, that any
debate must go through the chair. The Moderator expressed
his intention to be fair to all.
ARTICLE 2: To see if theTown will vote to accept the budget
as submitted by the Municipal Budget Committee and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,375,221.
The Article was moved by: Kenneth Malcolm
Seconded by: Robert "Vic" Lessard
Roland Paige offered an amendment, seconded by Diana
LaMontagne, to increase the budget by $4,000 for the
Cemetery.
The amendment failed:
YES: 66 NO: 78
Richard Hamilton moved, seconded by Mary-Louise
Woolsey to add $24,457 to the budget as a retroactive pay raise
to be given to the estate of Donald Matheson.
Paul Nersesian moved the question seconded by Richard
Bateman. A yes/no ballot was requested by John Walker,
Kenneth Malcolm, Robert Mark, Glyn Eastman, Ashton
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Norton, and Robert "Vic" Lessard.
The amendment passed:
YES: 181 NO: 66
William Welsh moved, seconded by Mrs. Robert Thompson,
Jr. to add $6,942.56 to the Fire Department budget for
pneumatic trousers and advanced skill training. The
amendment passed.
Robert "Vic" Lessard moved to amend the budget by adding
$1.00 to the insurance account, seconded by George
Hardardt. The amendment passed.
Robert "Vic" Lessard moved, seconded by Glyn Eastman, to
add $3,000 to the Planning and Zoning budget. The
Amendment passed.
Paul Nersesian moved, seconded by Kenneth Malcolm, to
zero out the advertising budget by reducing it by $1.00. The
amendment passed.
Mary-Louise Woolsey moved, seconded by Richard
Bateman to add $40,000 to the Police Dept. budget to fill two
slots as voted by the 1980 Town Meeting. The amendment
failed.
Richard McAteer Moved the question on Article 2.
Article 2 passed as amended in the amount of $5,409,620.56.
ARTICLE 3: On petition of Kenneth W. Malcolm, Chairman of
the Municipal Budget Committee, and nine or more current
and past members thereof, all legal voters of the Town, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $33,961
for vehicle and equipment capital expenditures in the Police
Department. The purposes are: replace two line cruisers,
including sirens and light bars, decals and lettering ($21,431),
replace two 90cc model motorcycles with two 500cc models
($5,000) and purchase six portable radios (four-channel) at
$1,255 each, two as replacements and four as additional
equipment ($7,530).
Article 3 was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
Robert "Vic" Lessard.
Article 3 Passed.
ARTICLE 4: On petition of Kenneth W. Malcolm, Chairman
of the Municipal Budget Committee, and nine or more current
and past members thereof, all legal voters of the Town, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $59,580
for vehicle and equipment capital expenditures in the Public
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Works Department. The purposes are: replace a rubbish
packer and chassis, diesel ($49,000), and purchase dual
composite samplers as additional equipment for the sewer
plant ($10,580).
The Article was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
Paul Nersesian.
Robert "Vic" Lessard offered an amendment to Article 4 to
reduce the $59,580 to $43,426.00, saving $16,154. The article
passed as amended.
ARTICLE 5: On petition of Kenneth W. Malcolm, Chairman
of the Hampton Municipal Budget Committee, and nine or
more current and past members thereof, all legal voters of the
Town, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,650 for replacement and additional equipment in
the Fire Department. The purposes are: replace the intercom
system between stations ($1,000), purchase an additional
portable radio (eight-channel) so that both amblances will be
so equipped ($1,950), and purchase an additional electric
typewriter ($700.). (Recommended by the Budget
Committee.)
The Article was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
Paul Nersesian. Article 5 passed.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972 for the use as set-off against budgeted
appropriations for the following specific purposes and in






Article 6 was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
Robert "Vic" Lessard. Article 6 passed.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to give the
Selectmen and Town Treasurer power to borrow not more
than $3,750,000 in anticipation of taxes.
The Article was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
Paul Nersesian.
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John Walker moved to amend the amount from $3,750,000 to
$3,900,000, seconded by Richard Bateman.
The Walker amendment passed. Article 7 passed as
amended.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept grants and/or gifts for the Town
of Hampton.
Article 8 was moved by Brian Doherty, seconded by Robert
"Vic" Lessard. Article 8 passed.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to purchase approximately five (5) acres of land
and the buildings thereon known as239WinnacunnetRoad, in
the Town, from Isabella G. Nudd, through her Guardian
Electra Savage, for the purpose of constructing a new library
and, in connection therewith, to raise and appropriate the sum
of $150,000 to purchase the same within sixty (60) days from
March 9, 1 982, and further, after the purchase of said property,
to retain the gravel appraised at $180,000 and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $46,000 to extract the gravel: and
further, to subdivide the present house with a lot of 125' x 300',
containing 37,500 square feet, for the purpose of selling the
same to the highest bidder at a price of not less than $50,000
which will be returned to the General Fund.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Article 9 was moved by Ashton Norton, seconded by Diana
LaMontagne.
An amendment was offered by Glyn Eastman, seconded by
Robert "Vic" Lessard, to delete "for the purpose of
constructing a new library." The amendment passed.
A yes/no ballot was requested by the members of the Board
of Selectmen. Article 9, as amended, failed.
YES: 73 NO: 227
ARTICLE 1 0: I n the event the Town votes to adopt the above
Article, to see if the Town will vote to adopt one of the following
two alternatives:
(A) To retain the land and building constituting the "Lane
Memorial Library" for such future use as the Selectmen of the
Town may determine.
(B) To authorize the Selectmen to sell the land and buildings
constituting the Lane Memorial Library to the highest bidder at
a price of not less than $120,000, and apply the proceeds of
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said sale to the Capital Reserve Fund for the construction of a
new library.
Article 10 was moved to be indefinitely postponed by
Barbara Ryan, seconded by Glyn Eastman.
The motion passed and Article 10 was indefinitely
postponed.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to add to the Capital Reserve fund for the purpose
of constructing a new library or an addition to the Lane
Memorial Library the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
($100,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose, to be added to such
other monies as may be received for such purpose, in
accordance with RSA 35. All interest earned on said
appropriation shall be added to the said Capital Reserve Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Article 11 was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
Dorothy Little. Article 11 Passed.
The Moderator then introduced Lt. William Welsh who read a
resolution as follows:
A RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, in His infinite wisdom the Almighty has called to
his eternal rest an esteemed community leader, Chief of the
Fire Department, Donald R. Matheson, Sr.
WHEREAS, Donald R. Matheson, Sr., faithfully served the
Fire Department, joining the ranks as Deputy Fire Cheif in 1977
and his subsequent appointment as Chief of the Department in
1980, also in his appointment as the Forest Fire Warden.
WHEREAS, his devotion to the fire service was manifested
by his membership in numerous fire service associations,
namely, The Seacoast Fire Chiefs Association, The New
Hampshire Fire Chiefs Association, The New England
Association of Fire Chiefs, and The International Association
of Fire Chiefs.
WHEREAS, his devotion to the Trinity Church was
manifested by his membership and by his discharging the
duties of the Senior Warden and as a member of the Vestry.
Also, his support of the endeavors of the community in
general.
BE IT NOW THEREFORE RESOLVED, that the Town of
Hampton record their grief at the sudden passing of this
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dedicated Town Official and that their sympathy be with those
dear to him who are left behind. RESOLVED, that this
resolution be conveyed to the family of the deceased and that a
copy be spread upon the records of the Town and a copy
thereof be suitably posted at the Engine Houses of this Town.
IN WITNESS, we hereunto set our hands and seal this
thirteenth day of March in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and eighty two.




Be it recorded that this Resolution was passed unanimously.
A second resolution was presented as follows:
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, time has a habit of yielding honor and homage
to those who earn and deserve it and so it is with Wayne P.
Bryer, M.D., medical general practitioner to Hampton and its
surrounding communities for the past 46 years; having come
to Hampton in July, 1936 from his hometown of Peterborough,
by way of Dartmouth College and McGill Medical School: and
WHEREAS, Wayne P. Bryer has faithfully and generously
served the people in the Town of Hampton continuously since
thattime, both professionally and through community service;
and
WHEREAS, he has rendered his services to young and old
alike with great skill and regardless of their economic
circumstances; and
WHEREAS, his devotion to his community has earned him
ever increasing esteem from his colleagues within the medical
profession and the citizenry to whom he has served; and
WHEREAS, he shall retire from the active practice of
medicine on April 17, 1982.
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED:
That the citizens of Hampton, New Hampshire, in Town
Meeting assembled on March 13,1982, hereby honor him as a
dedicated physician and gentleman and are forever grateful
that he has served this community and we wish him good
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health and happiness in his retirement.
Be it recorded that this Resolution was passed unanimously.
The Moderator extended an invitation to the public to attend
a reception in Dr. Bryer's honor, to be held on May 2, 1982 at
American Legion Post 35 on High Street in Hampton, between
the hours of 2 and 5 p.m. All are cordially invited to attend and
pay their respects to Dr. Bryer.
ARTICLE 12: On petition of ten or more lawful voters of the
Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $82,944.17 to purchase the land,
buildings and swimming pool owned by the Seacoast Youth
Center, situated on Park Avenue, in Hampton.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Article 12 was moved by James Metcalf, seconded by
Roland Paige. After discussion Mrs. Parr moved the question,
seconded by Mr. Bridle. A yes/no ballot was taken and the
Article failed.
YES: 162 NO: 208
Robert "Vic" Lessard, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen,
invited Mrs. Mary-Louise Woolsey to come forward. Mrs.
Woolsey, who had been Chairman of the Board of Selectmen
1980-1981 was presented with a gavel as a memento of her
term as Board Chairman. Selectman Lessard expressed his
thanks in behalf of the Board and the people of the Town of
Hampton.
The Moderator, Hon. H. Alfred Casassa, commended Carl
Bragg, Assistant Moderator, who is retiring. Since this was to
be his last day on duty, Mr. Casassa called for a standing vote
of thanks for his many years of service to the Town of
Hampton.
The Moderator commended Mrs. Caroline Higgins, who
chose not to run for re-election as Supervisor of the Checklist
because of ill health. Mr. Casassa informed the meeting that
Mrs. Higgins was very ill, and he hoped that the people of
Hampton would express their concern for Mrs. Higgins in their
prayers. Her many years of hard work and her ever cheerful
nature are well noted by the people of Hampton as is her fine
example to all of us of good citizenship, courage, and loyalty.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to institute
litigation to have the Master Lease, so-called, between the
Town and the Hampton Beach Improvement Company
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declared null and void by the appropriate judicial bodies as a
result of the fact that the economic realities indicate that the
lands will not be substantially improved while still under lease
to the detriment of the Town and that the Hampton Beach
Improvement Company is presently charging its sub-lessees a
percentage of alcohol sales as rental payment, which is a
violation of the liquor regulations of the State of New
Hampshire insofar as it constitutes an attempt to control such
sales and this violation is a breach of the terms of its Master
Lease requiring compliance with all local, state and federal
ordinances and laws; and, in connection with the institution of
such litigation, to raise and appropriate the sum of $1.00 to
cover the costs of suit, including expert witness and attorneys
fees.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Article 1 3 was moved by Kenneth Malcolm and seconded by
Harry Youngman.
John Walker offered an amendment, seconded by Richard
Bateman to increase the dollar amount to $20,000. Paul
Nersesian moved to table, seconded by Allen Bridle. Both the
Article and the amendment were tabled.
ARTICLE 14: On petition of Mary-Louise Woolsey and 25
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to fund
and maintain the position of Fire Prevention Officer within the
Fire Department, thereby reaffirming the votes of previous
Town Meetings to create and maintain such position.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 14 was moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey and
seconded by William Welsh. A yes/no ballot was requested.
The question was moved by Allen Bridle and seconded by
Janice Lafrance. Article 14 Passed:
YES: 183 NO: 122
ARTICLE 15: On petition of Charles W. Park and 25 voters of
the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand ($7,000.00) Dollars
for the maintenance of the four police horses of the Hampton
Police Mounted Patrol during the year 1982 and to further
direct the Selectmen to expend said funds for such
maintenance.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 15 was moved by Judith Park and seconded by Paul
Sullivan. Article 15 passed.
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ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Thousand ($3,000.00) Dollars to
purchase a piece of land bounded by the R.C. Church parking
lot, Ross Avenue and the land of Wilson situated at the end of
Ross Avenue.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
The Article was moved by Robert "Vic" Lessard, seconded
by Glyn Eastman. Louisa Woodman moved to amend the
dollar amount to $1.00, seconded by Allen Bridle. The
Woodman amendment failed. Paul Nersesian moved to table
Article 16, seconded by Margaret Lawrence. The motion
passed. Article 16 was tabled.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the continuation of its
support of the services rendered by the Newmarket Regional
Health Center, Inc. Said funds to be used by the Center as
matching funds for its Senior Transportation Service to the
elderly and handicapped.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 1 7 was moved by Kenneth Malcolm and seconded by
Arthur Moody. Article 17 Passed.
ARTICLE 18: On petition of Gerald E. MacDonnell and ten
or more other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the
Town will vote to rescind its adoption of the New Hampshire
Municipal Budget Law and thereby abolish the Hampton
Municipal Budget Committee.
Article 18 was moved by Gerald MacDonnell, seconded by
Janice Lafrance. A yes/no ballot was requested. Article 1&
Failed.
YES: 66 NO: 166
ARTICLE 19: On petition of Roland W. Paige and 11 other
legal voters in the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300.00 for the
Portsmouth-Kittery Armed Services Committee.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 19 was moved by Mr. Paige, seconded by Robert
"Vic" Lessard. Article 19 Passed.
ARTICLE 20: On petition of Peter J. Smith, III, and ten or
more legal voters of theTown of Hampton, to see if the Town of
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Hampton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,500 to
assist the Seacoast Task Force on Family Violence, a private,
non-profit organization which operates A SAFE PLACE, a
shelter for battered women and their children.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 20 was moved by Sgt. Joseph MacDonald, and
seconded by Sandra Nickerson. Article 20 Passed.
The Moderator asked that anyone interested in being
appointed to the Municipal Budget Committee please send
him a written request for consideration for appointment.
The Moderator took this opportunity to pay tribute to a
member of the Municipal Budget Committee, who passed
away just before the Town Meeting. Mr. Lester Bowen was
praised for his fine contributions in time and interest to our
community. His passing is mourned by us all and the
Moderator asked that these sentiments be so noted in the
Town Records.
ARTICLE 21: On petition of Sandra M. Kent and ten or more
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, petition the Town
of Hampton to place on the warrant the request to support the
Big Brother/Big Sisters Volunteer Program by allocating
$1 ,060 to help defray some of the expenses for fiscal year 1 982.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 21 was moved by Robert "Vic" Lessard and seconded
by John Nickerson. Article 21 Passed.
ARTICLE 22: On petition of Thomas H. Burbank and 15
other voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 to assist the
Seacoast Regional Counseling Center, a private non-profit
organization.
During the year 1 980, over 1 00 Hampton residents for a total
of 1 ,000 plus sessions, used this service at a cost of $44,000 to
the Counseling Center. The funds requested are to be used for
current operating expenses to enable the Counseling Center
to continue providing counseling service for residents of the
Town, whether or not said residents are able to pay.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Article 22 was moved by Thomas Burbank, seconded by
Kenneth Malcolm. Article 22 Passed.
ARTICLE 23: On petition of Frances W. Irving and 10 or
more legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town
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will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,666 to assist
Rockingham Child and Family Services, a private, non-profit
organization. The amount of this request is based on services
rendered to 62 residents of the Town of Hampton during the
period July 1, 1980 through June 30,1981, inclusive. These
residents used $7,380 worth of services, however, only $2,666
could be billed according to their ability to pay. We therefore
request the minimum amount needed from the Town, in this
instance being $2,666. These funds to be used for current
operating expenses to enable Rockingham Child and Family
Services to continue providing individual and family
counseling for residents of the Town of Hampton, whether or
not said residents are able to pay.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 23 was moved by Frances Irving, seconded by Glyn
Eastman. Article 23 Passed.
ARTICLE 24: On petition of John J. Leahy and 10 or more
legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will
vote to appropriate the sum of $2,130 to the Greater
Portsmouth Community Action Center, a subdivision of
Rockingham County Action Program, Inc., a private, non-
profit, anti-poverty agency. This figure represents 2.5% of
$85,209 in services rendered to Hampton residents during the
fiscal year 9/1/80 - 8/31/81.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 24 was moved by Robert "Vic" Lessard, seconded by
Paul Nersesian. Article 24 Passed.
ARTICLE 25: On petition of ten or more legal voters of the
Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will vote to support the
Retired Senior Volunteer Program by allocating $300 to help
defray some of the expenses for fiscal year 1982 - 1983.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 25 was moved by Ashton Norton, seconded by Mrs.
Betty Bundy. Article 25 Passed.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Area Home Maker Home
Health Aide Service, Inc., to defray a portion of the costs of
services provided by said organization to residents of the
Town.
(Recomniended by the Budget Committee)
Article 26 was moved by John Walker, seconded by Glyn
Eastman. Article 26 Passed.
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The Moderator took a few moments to hail Homer Johnson
who at 82 has seen some remarkable changes in the Town
during his long residence here. The Moderator noted that
some years ago, Mr. Johnson was a one-man Public Works
Department, known in those days as the Road Agent, and did a
fine job at it. This information met with enthusiastic applause.
ARTICLE 27: On petition of Kenneth W. Malcolm, Chairman
of the Municipal Budget, and nine or more current and past
members thereof, all legal voters of the Town, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 to
institute a program of new decorations and/or lights in the
town center for the year-end holiday season, and if such
program is not begun for 1982 to maintain the previous
decoration at a cost of approximately $600 which shall come
from this article's appropriation.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 27 was moved by Kenneth Malcolm, seconded by
William Wilson. Laurence Cullen offered the amendment,
seconded by Robert "Vic" Lessard, to delete the remainder of
the Article after the words "Year-end holiday season." The
Cullen amendment Passed. Article 27 as amended Passed.
ARTICLE 28: On petition of Nicholas Samonas and ten or
more legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town
will vote to:
Authorize the Selectmen to convey to Nicholas Samonas
upon such terms and conditions as the Selectmen may
determine appropriate, all of the Town's interest In that parcel
of vacant land as shown as Lot 33 on Town of Hampton Tax
Map 111 and which parcel of land was conveyed to Nicholas
Samonas by deed dated April 5, 1973, and recorded in the
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds at Book 2199, Page.
1860.
Article 28 was moved by Seth Junkins, seconded by Diana
LaMontagne. Seth Junkins offered an amendment, seconded
by Diana LaMontagne, to add at the end, "op page 1 858." The
Junkins amendment was Passed. Ashton Norton moved to
indefinitely postpone, seconded by Margaret Lawrence. The
Norton motion failed. Robert "Vic" Lessard moved the
question, seconded by Roland Paige. Article 28, as amended.
Passed.
ARTICLE 29: On petition of the Hamptons' Post 35
American Legion and ten or more voters, to see if the Town v '!
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vote to establish a Vietnam honor roll committee consisting of
not more than five (5) citizens to be appointed by the
moderator to serve without compensation and to submit their
recommendations at the next Town Meeting as to the
feasibility of creating an honor roll to commemorate the
sacrifices of Hampton's Vietnam veterans.
Article 29 was moved by Roland Paige, seconded by Robert
"Vic" Lessard. Article 29 Passed.
ARTICLE 30: On petition of Arthur J. Moody and ten other
legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will
vote to ordain that no Town services shall be supplied to any
structure whose construction, alteration or operation is in
violation of any Town meeting ordinance.
Article 30 was moved by Arthur Moody, seconded by William
Wilson. John Walker moved to strike the work "Construction",
seconded by Roland Paige. The Walker amendment failed.
Mr. Barry moved, seconded by Mike Wever to indefinitely
postpone Article 30. The Barry motion passed and Article 30
was indefinitely postponed.
ARTICLE 31: On petition of Arthur J. Moody and 12 other
legal voters oftheTown of Hampton,to see if theTown will vote
to require that all individual capital purchases of $5,000 or
more be requested and appropriated by special article.
Article 31 was moved by Arthur Moody, to indefinitely
postpone, seconded by Peter Randall. The Moody motion
passed and Article 31 was indefinitely postponed.
ARTICLE 32: To see if the Town will vote to abandon and
discontinue that roadway within the Town known as the
"Winter Road to the fish houses" running from the intersection
of Winnacunnet Road and Presidential Circle to Esker Road.
Nothing in this Article is to be construed to effect any right or
interest in and to said Winnacunnet Road, Presidential Circle
or Esker Road.
Article 32 was moved by Ashton Norton, seconded by Glyn
Eastman. On the suggestion of Arthur Moody it was decided to
change effect to affect to correct the meaning and intent of the
word. This would apply to Articles 33, 34, and 35 as well.
Article 32 Passed.
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote to abandon and
discontinue that roadway within the Town known as Rye
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Court, which is a 23' x 110' roadway running perpendicular off
from and between numbers 18 and 26 Acadia Street. Nothinci
in this Article is to be construed to effect any right or interest in
and to said Acadia Street.
John Walker moved, seconded by Robert "Vic" Lessard.
Article 33 Failed.
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote to abandon and
discontinue that roadway within the Town known as the
southerly end of the Mary Batchelder Road to Interstate
Highway 95 and which roadway is referred to on the Town's
tax maps as "an old road." Nothing in this Article is to be
construed to effect any right or interest in and to any other
portion of the said Mary Batchelder Road or Interstate
Highway 95.
Article 34 was moved by Robert "Vic" Lessard, and
seconded by Ashton Norton. Article 34 Passed.
ARTICLE 35: To see if the Town will vote to abandon and
discontinue that roadway within the Town known as Old Nook
Lane. Nothing in this Article is to be construed to effect any
right or interest in and to High Street.
Article 35 was moved by Robert "Vic" Lessard, seconded by
Glyn Eastman. Robert "Vic" Lessard moved to amend the
article, seconded by Glyn Eastman, by adding: "and to any
sewer or other easements over or under said Old Nook Lane
that the Town may have." The amendment Passed. Mr. Barry
moved to indefinitely postpone, seconded by Mr. Lemire. The
Barry amendment Failed. Mr. Lessard offered an amendment,
seconded by Glyn Eastman " To see if the Town will vote to
abandon and discontinue that roadway within the Town
known as Old Nook Lane as it pertains to 413 High Street.
Nothing in this Article is to be construed to affect any right or
interest in and to High Street and to any sewer or other
easements, over or under said Old Nook Lane that the Town
may have." The Article Passed as amended.
ARTICLE 47: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Town Moderator to appoint a five member comn '"oe for the
purpose of overseeing the construction of a nf vv : at / or thj
addition to the existing library.
Article 47 was moved by Ashton Nortofi ^ec ,
Robert "Vic" Lessard. Peter Randall, secondt,ct by u.
Janetos, moved to amend Article 47 by " change period lo a
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comma and add that said committee be authorized to present a
report for action to the next Town Meeting."
The Moderator suggested a substitute Article as follows:
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town
Moderator to appoint a 5 member committee for the purpose of
serving as a library study committee to make
recommendations to the next annual Town Meeting whether
to the construction of a new library or an addition to the
existing library." The substitute Article Passed.
ARTICLE 48: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of Chapter 314:1 authorizing a Real Estate Trust
Fund approved on June 7, 1975 and effective August 6, 1975,
which states as follows:
314:1 Authorization for Real EstateTrust Fund. TheTownof
Hampton may, at any regular or special meeting, provide that
the proceeds of sales of land or interests therein, other than
land or interests therein acquired by taking for non-payment of
taxes or land under the administration of the Town's
conservation commission, shall be paid over to the Town's
trustees of trust funds, to be invested and reinvested by them;
that the income thereof shall be paid annually or more often
into the town's general fund and that the principal, or portions
thereof, may from time to time, when authorized by any regular
meeting of the town, be used for the purchase, constus..;; nor
improvement of real estate for the Town.
Article 48 moved by D. Malcolm Hamilton, seconded by
Brian Doherty. Mr. Kenneth Berrett, seconded by Helen
Hayden, moved to amend Article 48 by adding: "If Article 49
fails to pass the Legislature, then Article 48 is null and void."
The question was moved by William T. Barry, Jr. seconded by
Richard McAteer. The motion carried. The Berrett
amendment Failed. William T. Barry, Jr. moved the question
on article 48, seconded by Richard McAteer. Article 48
Passed.
ARTICLE 49: To see if the Town will vote to recommend that
the Legislative Delegation of the Town of Hampton be
requested to introduce legislation at the next session of the
Senate and House of Representatives amending Chapter 314,
Section 1. to read as follows:
314:1 Auihorization for Real EstateTrust Fund. TheTownof
Hampton may, at any regular or special meeting, provide that
the proc ieds of sales of land or interests therein, other than
land or interest therein acquired by taking for nonpayment of
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taxes or land under the administration of the town's
conservation comnnission, shall be paid over to the town's
trustees of trust funds, who are authorized to obtain the
services of a bank or professional management company, to
be invested and reinvested by them; that the income thereof
shall be paid annually or more often into the town's general
fund and that the principal will remain intact.
Article 49 was moved by D. Malcolm Hamilton, seconded by
Lewis W. Brown. A yes/no ballot was requested. Article 49
Passed.
YES: 53 NO: 13
ARTICLE 50: To see if the Town will vote to recommend that
the Legislative Delegation of the Town of Hampton be
requested to introduce legislation at the next session of the
Senate and House of Representatives creating a Section 2 of
Chapter 314 with respect to the establishment of a "Hampton
Leased Land Real Estate Commission," said Commission to be
comprised of five residents of the Town of Hampton to be
appointed from a list of not less than ten nominees prepared by
the Selectmen in office on the effective date of the legislation
creating such Commission. Such list of nominees shall be
presented to any Justice then presiding in the Rockingham
Superior Court, and said Justice shall appoint five individuals
from such list of nominees to be the members of such
Commission and to hold staggered terms of 5,4,3,2, and 1
years. Upon the expiration of the term of any member of such
Commission, the Selectmen shall appoint a replacement
member to said Commission.
The Hampton Leased Land Real Estate Commission shall
have the power to decide and arbitrate all appeals made by
aggrieved parties, including, but not limited to, appeals with
respect to the determination of a fair market value for leased
lands, appeals arising out of boundary disputes, and appeals
with respect to duration of tenancy and any other matters with
respect to the leased lands. Said Commission will not be
bound by the Rules of Evidence but may consider all materials
presented orally or in writing by either party priorto making its
determination. Said Commission shall also have the duty of
monitoring and implementing the sale of leased lands and
paying over the proceeds of said sales to the Trustees of the
Trust Fund in accordance with 314:1.
Article 50 was moved by D.. Malcolm Hamilton, seconded by
Sandra Nickerson. D. Malcolm Hamilton moved, seconded by
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Sandra Nickerson, to amend Article 50 by adding the words
"another section of," and deleting 2 in the phrase "House of
Representatives creating" so that it reads as follows: "House
of Representatives creating another Section of Chapter 314
with respect to the establishment...".
Article 50 was moved by John Nickerson, seconded by
Norman Royal. Article 50 Passed as amended.
ARTICLE 51: To see if the Town will vote to accept the
recommendation of the Selectmen's Sunset Review
Committee to rename the Shade Tree Committee and expand
its functions. The Sunset Review Committee has
recommended that the Town adopt a new committee to be
known as theHampton Beautification Committee which would
consist of five (5) members appointed by the Board of
Selectmen. This Committee would be charged with the
responsibility of making recommendations to the Board of
Selectmen with regard to beautification projects on Town
owned property.
Article 51 was moved by Brian Doherty, seconded by Paul
Nersesian. Peter Randall moved for indefinite postponement
of Article 51 , seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey. The motion
passed and Article 51 was indefinitely postponed.
ARTICLE 52: To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting:
Selectman John Walker presented a gavel to retiring
Chairman Robert "Vic" Lessard, as a memento of his service to
the Board of Selectmen as its Chairman. In behalf of the Board
Mr. Walker expressed their gratitude and that of the people of
Hampton for a job well done.
Chairman of the Board, Robert "Vic" Lessard, expressed his
thanks to everyone, and especially the Board of Selectmen, for
their help in making his term of office a productive one.
The Moderator asked that the Meeting pause to note the
passing of F. Alfred Janvrin, former Building Inspector for the
Town of Hampton and Chairman of its Industrial Development
Commission. His contribution to the Town of Hampton was
great and the people of our Town will miss him and wish to
express our sorrow.
Mary-Louise Woolsey wished the Meeting to express its
thanks to Deputy Police Chief, Thomas J. Krejewski for
serving as Acting Chief whileChief Mark Attended FBI School,
and to Deputy Fire Chief Anthony B. Chouinard for his service
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as Acting Fire Chief in the difficult days following Chief Donald
R. Matheson's death.







A quorum being present, the Moderator, Hon. H. Alfred
Casassa called the Special Town Meeting to order, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Winnacunnet High School gymnasium. He called upon
George Hardardt, Director of Public Works, and Assistant
Moderator, to lead the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
Reverend Henry Stonie gave the invocation.
People not on the checklist were asked to sit in the largest
section of bleachers.
The Moderator introduced the Leased Land Study
Committee, Dr. Raymond Alie, Marcia Hawley, Wilson
Dennett, Fred Schaake, D. Malcolm Hamilton, Chairman,
Selectman Brian Doherty, and Frank Fitzgerald, and thanked
them for the time and effort they gave to this project over the
past year.
The Moderator then introduced the Officials at the Head
Table, Town Counsel, John McEachern, Town Manager Philip
Richards, Selectmen Ashton Norton, Vic Lessard, John Walker
and Glyn Eastman, and Jane Kelley, Town Clerk.
Brian Doherty to present the majority vote of the committee
and D. Malcolm Hamilton to present the minority report,
offered by himself, Dennett and Fitzgerald.
The Moderator announced that a YES/NO ballot had been
requested for the major Article of the evening.
The Moderator read the Article:
ARTICLE: To see if the Town will vote to sell its leased lands
under the following terms and conditions:
Section 1: Appraisal
All lotsshall be evaluated atthetimeof aproposedsale. The
manner in which this would occur would involve the proposed
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purchaser hiring an appraiser who was duly qualified by the
Society of Real Estate Appraisers and who would fix a fair
market value on the lot in question, and theTown would hire an
appraiser who would also determine the fair market value of
the lot in question. Sale of parcels involving the Hampton
Beach Improvement Company would necessitate the addition
of a third appraiser to the equation. These figures would then
be averaged, and the resulting figure would bethe basis for the
purchase price. In the event that the appraiser's valuations
varied by greater then 10%, any aggrieved party could appeal
to the Real Estate Commission for arbitration and an absolute
determination of the value of the lot in question. The cost of
the appraisals shall be borne equally by the parties.
Section 2: Purchase Price
The purchase price for any lot to be sold shall be 30% of the
value of that lot as determined by the real estate appraisal
process outlined in Section 1.
Section 3: Improvement Company Property
The purchase price of property subject to a Hampton Beach
Improvement Company leasehold interestshall be determined
in the same manner as stated in Section 2 and payed to the
Town of Hampton. The purchasing tenant would then be free
to purchase the Hampton Beach Improvement Company's
interest in the tenant's lot upon terms and conditions mutual
agreeable to the purchaser, the Hampton Beach Improvement
Company & the Town of Hampton.
Section 4: Financing
In the event a purchaser requests, the sale of leased land
shall be financed by the Town of Hampton without a down
payment, at an annual rate of interest of 12%, principal and
interest payable monthly. With regard to security, theTown
shall be adequately secured by a mortage deed. No Town
financing for the purchase of a leased lot shall be for a term in
excess of 20 years. With respect to the sale of leased land in
which Hampton Beach Improvement Company holds an
interest, the Town shall only finance that portion of the
purchase price payable to the Town.
Section 5: Control by Deed Restriction
Deed restriction shall be included to reflect the same
restrictive covenants presently existing in the lease for the
lot(s) in question.
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Section 6: Retention of Leased Lands
In the event that a tenant chooses not to purchase a leased
lot, or theTown votes not to sell its leased lands, then the direct
lessees, except for the Hampton Beach Improvement
Company shall continue to be able to lease, which leases shall
be renewable, freely transferable and inheritable and the
leases shall continue to pay taxes in lieu of rent in the same
manner as presently in operation, i.e., the rental fee shall be the
tax rate times assessed valuation which equals payment. The
buildings shall be separately taxed. Further, in the event that
leased land is retained by sub-lessees of Hampton Beach
Improvement Company, the sub-lessees shall be permitted to
apply for and receive from the Town a new lease for the
additional period after April 1 , 1 997 when the Hampton Beach
Improvement Company's Master Lease with the Town expires.
In this regard, a 25-year lease shall be available to any sub-
lessee with the additional term of the tenancy being obtained
from the Town by direct lease. The clear intent being that the
Hampton Beach Improvement Company's Master Lease will
not be extended beyond April 1, 1997.
Section 7: Waiver of Non-Conformity
With respect to all sales conducted pursuant to this Article,
the Town expressly waives any provisions of the Town
Ordinances, including the Zoning Ordinance, which would
prohibit the sales from the Town to the owners of the buildings
located on Town Land.
Section 8: Unsurveyed Lots
With regard to lots that have not been surveyed, no sales can
be made until the lot or lots have been surveyed by a registered
surveyor.
Section 9: Implementation
The Leased Land Study Committee shall continue to
monitor the leased land situation until the Real Estate
Commission is appointed to supervise the implementation of
the Article.
Section 10: Effective Date
Sales agreements can be entered into subject to the
adoption of the necessary legislation to establish the Real
Estate Commission. However, no deeds shall be transferred
until after the Real Estate Commission has been established
and its members appointed.
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Section 11: Partial Invalidity
In the event any section or portion of any section shall be
declared invalid, then the remainder of the Article not declared
invalid shall continue in full force and effect.
(Recommended by the Leased Land Study Committee)
Selectman Brian Doherty gave the majority report, and D.
Malcolm Hamilton the minority report.
Russell McGuirk spoke against the Article, offering an
amendment not to sell leased land for a term of 1 5 years. There
was no second.
Mary-Louise Woolsey offered an amendment to Section 2,
"The purchase price for any lotto be sold shall be 100% of the
value of that lot as determined by the real estate appraisal
process outlined in Section 1." The amendment was seconded
by Charles Woolsey.
The Woolsey amendment failed.
William Hurley, Wallace Robinson, Albert Marcotte of Lowell
spoke in favor of the Article, Suzanne Ficke, Craig Salomon,
Dolly Weinhold, Ashton Norton, Helen Hayden, Theodore
Sharpies and Louisa Woodman against, William Gilligan, Seth
Junkins, and Fred Gagne in favor.
Arthur Moody offered an amendment to Section 1: Change
"The cost of the appraisals shall be borne equally by the
parties." to "The cost of the appraisals shall be borne by each
party." Malcolm Hamilton seconded the amendment.
The Moody amendment passed.
A second amendment offered by Moody to Section 7,
changing the word "including" to "excluding" was referred by
the Moderator to Town Counsel and on his advise did not
accept the second Moody amendment.
Ms. Phyllis Tucker and Kenneth Berrett spoke in opposition
to the Article while James Pinard spoke in favor. Mr. James
Fallon wished to postpone the vote, but the assembly indicated
their desire to act on the issue at the meeting rather than to
postpone.
Jack Murray moved to cut off debate, seconded by Nancy
Greenlaw.
D. Malcolm Hamilton moved to amend a word in Section 4
inserting "first" before "mortage deed."
Seconded by Brian Doherty and the amendment passed.
Mr. Hamilton offered another amendment to change the




The motion to limit debate was then acted upon and passed
by a 2/3rds vote.
A YES/NO vote was taken on the Article as amended. It
passed by the following vote:
YES: 223
NO: 187
The business of the meeting being concluded, the meeting
was adjourned at 11:00 p.m.
The Moderator estimated the attendance was in excess of
600, including registered voters of Hampton as well as




The reading of the preamble to Article 1 was waived.
PREAMBLE
To Warrant Article 1, Special Town Meeting, May 11, 1982.
WHEREAS, the Leased Land Study Committee, chaired by
D. Malcolm Hamilton, has met more than twenty times over the
past year; and
WHEREAS, a majority of the members of the Leased Land
Study Committee feel that individual tenants should be
allowed an opportunity to purchase their lots under certain
terms and conditions as set forth in the following Article;
It was the unanimous opinion of the Committee that present
or future tenants shall be under no obligation to purchase their
lots;
It was the unanimous opinion of the Committee that the
rights of the individual leaseholder in his lot shall be freely
transferable and inheritable;
It was the unanimous opinion of the Committee that third-
party lease land arrangements are not in the best interest of the
Town and the Town shall not enter into such arrangements in
the future as now exists with the Hampton Beach Improvement
Company;
WHEREAS, the Town, on March 9, 1982, voted to adopt the
provisions of Chapter 314:1 authorizing a Real Estate Trust
Fund approved on June 7, 1975 and effective August 6, 1975,
which states as follows:
314:1 Authorization for Real Estate Trust Fund.
The Town of Hampton may, at any regular or special meeting.
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provide that the proceeds of sales of land or interests therein,
other than land or interest therein acquired by taking for
nonpayment of taxes or land under the administration of the
town's conservation commission, shall be paid over to the
town's trustees of trust funds, to be invested and reinvested by
them; that the income thereof shall be paid annually or more
often into the town's general fund and that the principal, or
portions thereof, may from time to time, when authorized by
any regular meeting of the town, be used for the purchase,
construction or improvement of real estate for the town;
WHEREAS, the Town, on March 9, 1982, voted to
recommend that the Legislative Delegation of the Town of
Hampton be requested to introduce legislation at the next
session of the Senate and House of Representatives amending
Chapter 314, Section 1 to read as follows:
314:1 Authorization for Real Estate Trust Fund.
The Town of Hampton may, at any regular or special meeting,
provide that the proceeds of sales of land or interests therein,
other than land or interests therein acquired by taking for
nonpayment of taxes or land under the administration of the
town's conservation commission, shall be paid over to the
town's trustees of trust funds, who are authorized to obtain the
services of a bank or professional management company, to
be invested and reinvested by them; that the income thereof
shall be paid annually or more often into the town's general
fund and that the principal will remain intact; and
WHEREAS, the Town, on March 9, 1982, voted to
recommend that the Legislative Delegation of the Town of
Hampton be requested to introduce legislation at the next
session of the Senate and House of Representatives creating a
Section 2 of Chapter 314 with respect to the establishment of a
"Hampton Lease Land Real Estate Commission," said
Commission to be comprised of five residents of the Town of
Hampton to be appointed from a list of not less than ten
nominees prepared by the Selectmen in office on the effective
date of the legislation creating such Commission. Such list of
nominees shall be presented to any Justice then presiding in
the Rockingham Superior Court, and said Justice shall
appoint five individuals from such list of nominees to be the
members of such Commission and to hold staggered terms of
5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 years. Upon the expiration of the term of any
member of such Commission, the Selectmen shall appoint a
replacement member to said Commission.
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The Hampton Leased Land Real Estate Commission shall
have the power to decide and arbitrate all appeals made by
aggrieved parties, including, but not limited to, appeals with
respect to the determination of a fair market value for leased
lands, appeals arising out of boundary disputes, and appeals
with respect to duration of tenancy and any other matters with
respect to the leased lands. Said Commission will not be
bound by the Rules of Evidence but may consider all materials
presented orally or in writing by either party priorto making its
determination. Said Commission shall also have the duty of
monitoring and implementing the sale of leased lands and
paying over the proceeds of said sales to the Trustees of the
Trust Fund in accordance with 314:1.
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HAMPTON MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
At the 1982 Town Meeting citizens voted an appropriation of
$1 9,874.00 and $16,657.60 was expended for labor, chemicals,
supplies, equipment maintenance, and Commission and
Supervisor expenses.
The Commission met ten times and hired Part-time
Supervisor, Lee. G. Brooks, and Certified Pesticide
Applicators: Marsden Simmons, and Kyle Traeger. They
worked out of the Town Hall and Public Works Garage, and
were a very cooperative crew.
After a town truck was made available, fresh water breeding
site surveillance began in late March. Larviciding began on
April 17, and salt water treatment on April 27. With two
employees available earlier than previously, more breeding
sites could be surveyed and treated sooner. Temperatures
were below normal in March, April, and June, which also had
record-breaking rainfalls. So adulticiding started on June 16
instead of the end of May. It was extended to Sept. 11.
Four light traps were used to monitor adult mosquitoes. The
June rains caused the second week of July to be the worst
week in four years. The rest of the summer was normal in its
mosquito populations.
There was a higher level of the Eastern Equine Encephalitis
vector, Culiseta melanura, this year than previously. The same
was true in other Northeastern states. Fortunately this species
was less than 1% of Hampton's mosquitoes trapped and
identified.
The Leco ULV Sprayer is in its 7th year, and has been
maintained by the employees. The Supervisor has legal
responsibility for recruiting, training, monitoring, species
identification, records and state licensing. Local data must be
available for state inspection at anytime by the NH Pesticide
Control Board, the Selectmen, and the Commissioners. The
Supervisor also prepared budget proposals, identified
priorities, and suggested procedures for an integrated control
program. The Commission than had a scientific basis for
decisions.
Public notification was done via newspapers, radio, and
talks before local civic groups and High School classes. A
slide program was developed. The Commissioners
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appreciated the support of the Supervisor, employees, Town





Hampton Mosquito Control Commission
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LIBRARIAN'S ANNUAL REPORT
Under a new and more accurate method of counting
statistics the library circulated over 87,000 books, records,
tapes, pamphlets, magazines, films, filmstrips, and art works in
1982. 2,724 new titles were acquired, 622 more than were
discarded, allowing the collection to grow slightly for the first
time in several years, although this has resulted in even more
severe overcrowding.
In 1982 a 5-member committee appointed by the Moderator
to study the plans for library expansion met throughout the
year with architect John Carter and myself and will propose to
the 1983 Town Meeting a two-story addition to be added onto
the back of the current building in place of the 1957 addition.
This plan is similar to our original plan with the difference that
it will be on two levels rather than three. Approximately
$300,000 is now in hand toward the construction of the
addition, which will hopefully be increased by the figure of
$790,000 at the 1983 Town Meeting, enabling us to begin
construction in the fall.
After the demise of the Statewide Borrowers Card 11 area
libraries joined together to establish the Seacoast Coop Card.
Borrowers in good standing in the towns of Brentwood,
Greenland, Hampton, Hampton Falls, Kensington,
Newmarket, North Hampton, Rye, Seabrook, South Hampton
and Stratham may use this card to borrow books at any of the
11 libraries.
Another cooperative venture was initiated by the
establishment of a Seacoast Fiction Depository, where area
libraries can deposit little used fiction for the use of patrons in
participating towns. This allows us to keep our fiction
collection current while still having access to the older titles.
In closing I would like to thank the following individuals and
groups for their continuing support and volunteer assistance:
Olga Armen, Ruth Barkley, Arlene Farrell, Ann Hanson,
Dorothy Lee, the Hampton Garden Club, the Friends of the
Library, and our three Trustees - Dot Little, Barbara Ryan and
Katie Anderson. The staff and I would like to thank all the
townspeople who have shown a continuing interest in the
library, and we invite everyone in town to avail themselves of
the free and varied services offered at the Lane Memorial





RECREATION DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
As the community's involvement in leisure time activities
continues to grow, it is necessary in this report to only
highlight programs and events of 1982.
With the cooperation of "mother nature" and the abundant
snowfalls, 1 982 proved to be the year for the enthusiastic skier.
Hampton Recreation Department's Learn To Ski program
filled quickly with students and adults skiing Friday evenings
and Saturday mornings. With local conditions being close to
ideal, the Recreation Department conducted a well attended
cross-contry ski clinic in addition to a six week instructional
program covering waxing and basic techniques.
The active Hampton Senior Citizens Club conducted their
monthly meetings and programs encompassing musical
entertainment, speakers and slide shows. Many participated
in the Recreation Department sponsored activities, such as the
monthly crafts class, ceramics instruction, and gentle yoga
classes. New attractions which proved to be quite popular with
the senior citizens were the spring nature study, the basics of
skin care, and the active and evergrowing line dancing classes.
By far the most popular pasttime with the senior citizens has
been travelling as the Recreation Department's trips are
always filled. The Hampton Senior Citizens Club has formed a
committee to plan long distance and overnight trips; the first of
which was to Nantucket Island during the wonderful Indian
summer New England enjoyed. Congratulations to this
committee for a job well done! The Club continues to have
published their popular monthly newsletter and the committee
welcomes any news items or articles submitted.
Hampton's adults seem to be sold on the values of physical
fitness as the enrollment in HRD's aerobics, women's fitness,
yoga, and fitness first classes is dramatically increasing. Many
local women participated in the informal weekly basketball
games and entered a team in a local tournament and the men's
basketball league as well as the co-rec volleyball games
continued with good participation in 1982. Due to the
expressed interest the women's softball league evolved into a
co-ed Softball league with local establishments submitting
teams. This looks to be a popular and expanding summer
program
A variety of programs appealing to those youth and adults
interested in educational, musical or artistic outlets have been
offered throughout 1982. The most popular being guitar
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instruction, foreign language classes (children's also), C.P.R.,
Children's Drama Workshops, Sewing, Knitting, and
Crocheting Instruction, and a very well attended Babysitter's
Certificate Program.
...Just a few more of 1982's highlights... sailing instruction,
youth gymnastics, grades K-2 Friday afternoon sports, golf
lessons, tennis instruction, summertrack meets co-sponsored
by W.H.S. Track Club and H.R.D., school vacation programs,
the Annual HRD 10K Road Race, the Hampton Open Tennis
Tourney, 1st Annual Irving "Soup" Campbell Day, Hershey
Track & Field Meet, Halloween Costume Contest, the versatile
summer playground program at Tuck Field with field trips.
National Junior Tennis League, Arts in the Park,
performances, and Inter-Town Competitions, and the "Life.
Be In It" float for the Christmas parade.
The Hampton Youth Association, through the efforts of its
many dedicated volunteers, conducted quality ice hockey,
basketball, softball, baseball, soccer, and football programs
for the youth. Participation in H.Y.A.'s programs steadily
grows and, as always, help from new volunteers is genuinely
appreciated. The H.Y.A. strives to teach basic skills, instill
healthy attitudes about competition and sportsmanship, and
give each and every child an opportunity to have fun in sports.
There's never enough space to adequately thank all of those
deserving... but again, I'll try. "Thank You!" to all of the
instructors, volunteers, businesses, organizations, churches,
schools, town departments, H.Y.A., Recreation Council
members, and individuals who have contributed time, money,
and efforts in support of the Hampton Recreation Department.
And to all of you residents, we're the best bargain going, so
get involved and let us know how HAMPTON RECREATION





SHADE TREE COMMITTEE REPORT
1982
Budget requested was Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000.00),
the budget granted was Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00).
Over forty-seven trips to various parts of our Town were
made to view trees in 1982.
Again this year we are indebted to the Exeter and Hampton
Electric Company for removing six trees at no cost to the
Town. Our thanks also to the Ralston Tree Service for their
very prompt service on emergency calls.
As long as we have the diseases of the elms and maples with
us, we can expect the continual loss of trees. This year saw
twenty-five trees cut down.
Expenditures were as follows:
Removal $2,582.00
Repairs $2,174.00
Spraying and Fertilizing $242.25
Total $4,998.25
As always, our Shade Tree Committee appreciates the many








CONSERVATION COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT
One of the Conservation Commission's most important
responsibilities is to co-operate with the New Hampshire
Wetlands Board to protect wetlands both freshwater and
saltwater, which in Hampton includes the saltmarsh. The New
Hampshire Wetlands Boards administers the Dredge and Fill
Regulations and makes the decisions regarding Dredge and
Fill Applications. The local Conservation Commission
participates in an advisory capacity. This past year the
Conservation Commission reviewed several applications for
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Dredge and Fill Permits in both freshwater and saltwater
wetlands. We also co-operate with other agencies both State
and Federal, recently with the New Hampshire Acid Rain
Education Project.
The mapping of saltmarsh areas in town has been
completed. This will be valuable in determining where
saltmarsh begins and high ground ends. Federal funds
totaling $3,000 for this were available through Coastal Energy
Impact Project Planning with our Conservation Commission
contributing $750.00. This mapping will further the work of the
Commission in co-operation with the Planning Board in
preparing a comprehensive wetlands ordinance article for the
future Town Meeting.
There have been several donations of land to conservation in
recent years. We are updating the list of donors on the
Memorial Stone near Tide Mill bridge. This Commission is
eager to receive easements and gifts of open land including
marsh for conservation purposes.
Hampton has three seashore parks, namely Ruth Stimson
Park, Bicentennial Park, and Billy Joe Brown Park. The intent
of preserving these parks is to ensure that Hampton residents
have natural seashore areas to enjoy both now and in the
future.
The Conservation Commission holds monthly meetings at
the Lane Memorial Library, thedates and times being posted at
the Town Office, to which all are welcome. We make site
inspections of Dredge and Fill Petitions and of any other
matters brought to our attention. We also attend Wetlands
Board hearings in Concord.
Our Conservation Commission members are sincerely
interested in conservation and preserving the quality of life in












MEMORIAL AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
(Home of the Tuck Memorial Museum)
ANNUAL REPORT
The annual meeting of the Hampton Historical Society was
held in October 1982 with the election of officers and
committee reports.
The TUCK MEMORIAL MUSEUM, founded in 1925, was
open during the months of July and August from 1 to 4 p.m.,
with Volunteer Aides under the direction of the Custodian,
Cindy Maxwell.
Many visitors from around the country and Canada visit the
Museum each year; some to browse and others to research
their family genealogy from the records of early settlers of
Hampton.
Donations continue being received by the Curator, John M.
Holman, during the year, each one being acknowledged and
cataloged.
Capt. and Mrs. Neil Harvey brought back more Edward Tuck
material from Paris where Captain Harvey was stationed
while in the U.S. NAVY. Items included photographs of places
named after the Tucks, copies of Tuck documents, letters and
photos of the Tuck gravesite outside Paris.
A contact has been set up between the Curator of Malmaison
(the home of Napoleon's wife, Josephine, now a museum;
formerly a home of the Tuck's) and the Tuck Museum's
curator, where an exhange of material can now take place
pertaining to the Tuck heritage.
Membership in the Hampton Historical Society is open to all
interested persons at $2.00 per individual, $3.00 for a family, or
$25.00 per person for a life membership.
Dues may be sent to the treasurer, 40 Park Avenue,
Hampton, N.H., 03842. Your interest and support is urgently
needed each year in order to continue the goals of the
Hampton Historical Society and the Tuck Memorial Museum.
The museum will be opened for the 1983 season during the
months of July and August from 1 to 4 p.m. and the admission
is always FREE. Plan to visit it this summer as a pleasant
surprise awaits you behind the door at 40 Park Avenue on
Meeting House Green. There is much to see and learn about
the early history of Hampton settled in 1638.
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HAMPTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MEETING HOUSE GREEN MEMORIAL
AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL REPORT
The annual meeting of the Meeting House Green memorial
and Historical Association was held on Saturday, Oct. 30, 1982
and the following officers were elected;
President: Allen Bridle
Vice Pres: Roland Paige
Treasurer: Alfred Carlson
Recording Sec: Mary LaMontagne
Corresponding Sec: Kathy Durkee
Directors: Gertrude Palmer, Kenneth Nelson, Mary Ann
Poland, Nicky LeClair, and Cynthia Maxwell.
The society has been involved this year in the placement of a
walkway through Founders Park. We also had our first annual
summer craft fair on the green. We have capped the fireplace
in the one room school house and are in the process of
replacing the windows damaged.
We as always have to thank the many volunteers who make it
possible for the museum to be open daily through July and
August from one to four for the convenience of visitors from
the local area and out of town.
We also give a big thanks to the Salty Marsh Garden Club for
the up-keep of the herb gardens, which grace our grounds.
Membership in the Society is $2.00 per person, $3.00 per
family or a life time membership of $25.00 and may be sent to
Meeting House Green, 40 Park Avenue, Hampton, N.H., 03842.
All members of thecommunity are welcome and invited to join.
Respectfully submitted,
Allen Bridle, President
Meeting House Green Memorial
and Historical Association
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HAMPTON PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Hampton Planning Board held sixty-two public
hearings in 1982. Included were twenty subdivisions - one of
which was a major residential subdivision still under
consideration; along with twoof a smaller nature, oneof which
has been completed. An industrial park subdivision, first
proposed in 1981, was further reviewed this year and is
awaiting final approval. Seven boundary line revisions also
came before the board. Thirty-one site plan reviews took place
including: three major condominium proposals - none of
which are complete at this time; eight condominium
conversions; two motels - one completed and one under
construction; six additions to commercial property; an
addition to a private Christian School; one seasonal
amusement which has not commenced as yet; two commercial
complexes, one of which is still under construction; a bank;
and three extensive commercial renovations.
Public hearings were held on the first Wednesday of each
month with work sessions held on the third Wednesday.
Additional work sessions were scheduled on an occasional
basis to deal with the heavy work load. Nine public hearings
were on the agenda in December, and all felt this was far too
much for one evening. During work sessions, the board
reviewed the material presented at the public hearings, along
with many proposals of less magnitude that did not require
public hearings such as boundary line surveys and use
changes. They also tried to set aside time to inform and listen
to the general public. Most meetings lasted until 11:00 p.m.
even though procedures had set 10:00 p.m. as a reasonable
deadline.
During 1982, the Planning Board established written
procedures regarding voting, the public's right to be heard,
and submitting plans for public hearings. Although formal
presentations occupied most of the alloted time, the board
encouraged individuals to come forward to informally present
information, seek advice, and exchange ideas. Unfortunately,
this was often delayed until late in the evening due to crowded
agendas.
Once again in 1982, no time or money was set aside for
planning. The Wetlands Ordinance, prepared by a
subcommittee of Planning Board and Conservation
Commission members in 1981, was not endorsed by the
majority of the present board. Most of the proposed zoning
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amendments for the 1983 Town Meeting merely redefine or
clarify existing amendments with no major changes. The
revision of subdivision regulations which began in 1981 is still
not finalized at this writing.
Condominium conversions, both commercial and
residential, is rampant; and Planning Board jurisdiction is
minimal due to overiding state statutes. New construction,
which had slowed, should increase with the lower interest
rates.
Again in 1982, the board faced unhappy citizens who voiced
objections to proposals that they feared would have an
unfavorable impact on their property. Most discord resulted
from the confliciting permitted uses in the Seasonal Business
Zone. Historically, however, public reaction only swells when
individuals are directly affected. Attendance at the annual
public hearings for proposed zoning amendments is indicative
of the widespread apathy in Hampton. The situation will
remain unchanged until the majority of citizens become aware






ZONING BOARD ANNUAL REPORT
State statutes mandate a five member zoning board of
adjustment for any town prescribing zoning ordinances.
Standardized procedures and practices are also secured by
the board which includes three alternates.
Hampton meetings are always held on third Thursday of
every month in the Selectmen's Meeting Room after being
posted and published according to law. This year, 57 appeals
were heard along with nine request for re-hairing and three
resulting re-hearings. One special meeting for informational
purposes was held. All public hearings and business
meetings were open to the public, and no executive sessions
were held.
The following members served during the year: Harry
Youngman (to February), Margaret Lawrence (to March) John
Bellerose, Wendell Ring, Jr., Mike Daboul, and Peter Stern.
Bradley Cook, William Herlihy, and Malcolm Beaton served as
alternates. The building inspector, Ray Hutchinson, attended
all meetings, and Jean Hamilton served as secretary.
A large change occurred in the budget item. Increased costs
of advertising, longer meetings, and continuations of many
petitions over a period of months resulted in an outlay of
$1,981.90 compared with a budgeted figure of $1,350.00.
Approximately $1,500.00 was returned to the general fund as
income through the $25.00 fee charged for each petition.
This board is comprised of concerned citizens who seek to
balance the needs of petitioners with the rights of abutters and
equity forthe general community. In such aspiritwe continue
our work in the year ahead.
Respectfully submitted.
Dr. Henry J. Stonie
Chairman
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT 1982
As your Town Cemetery Trustees, we wish to report the
following:
With only part-time labor.only working parts of seven
months and with a reduced budget, we tried to maintain all
cemeteries in good shape, but could not give all of the care
needed.
Number of graves sold: 20
Proceeds from sale of graves
give to town: $2,475.00
Graves loamed and seeded: 52
Spots loamed and seeded: 49
Stones repaired (High Street): 42
Stones repaired (Ring Swamp): 5
Stones repaired (Pine Grove): 6
Estimated cost of labor and material for cemeteries other
than High Street Cemetery was $1,500.00. While mowing,
trimming and raking is our main problem, we must also repair
roads, walls and water lines, as well as cutting underbrush in
all cemeteries.










STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1982
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1982 $1,442.51
Town of Hampton Appropriation 9,999.96
Hampton Cemetery Association -
Investment Income 10,000.00
Deposit Ashes 35.00
Now Account - Interest 224.10
TOTAL RECEIPTS 21,701.57
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - 1982
Funds returned to Town of Hampton $1,442.51
Wages 7,082.71
Truck repairs 120.75
Tools and supplies 2,226.99






Gas and Oil 358.79
State U.C. Fund 13.49
Miscellaneous 98.39
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 21,700.24





CIVIL DEFENSE ANNUAL REPORT
The year was a good one for your Civil Defense
organization. The best thing to say is that there were no major
emergencies requiring a mobilization of the effort. Our
equipment status remained unchanged. We lost a good friend,
Don Matheson, who was always ready to help with plans or
equipment and who kept his firefighters among the best
trained in the state in the use of monitoring equipment.
The much talked-about Evacuation Plan commissioned by
the State was delayed by a court challenge which was
unsuccesful and put off the revelations which would have
attended its publication. The Town has advised the contractor
that it is prepared to resume the planning and we await the
new beginning.
The most common emergency which threatens us remains
the danger which might ensue from an accident involving
trucks carrying volatile gasses or liquids. The evacuation
which this might cause would be difficult and dangerous.
However, the ability of Police and Fire to respond quickly to
this problem will lessen the danger. The importance of having
radios in homes and schools which operate on battery only is
emphasized.
My continued thanks to all persons who remain ready to





HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
The Highway Saftety Committee is only an advisory and
suggestion committee for the Town Government. Some of the
work projects that the Highway Safety Committee has been
able to help accomplish with the Town and State officials are
as follows:
1. Attended many of the Bike Path Committee Meetings.
2. Attended many of the Harris Avenue Condo's project
meetings.
3. Throughout the year, there were numerous requests for
NEW street lights in our Town that the Committee reviewed on
site and passed their suggestions to the Town Manager and
Board of Selectmen.
4. Reviewed the areas where fatal automobile accidents had
occurred.
5. Instrumental in the Installation of NEW Stop signs and
other traffic safety signs in our Town.
6. Assisted in clearing bushes and trees at blind corners In
Town. Numerous complaints were made throughout the year.
7. Looked into finding areas for more parking at Hampton
Beach.
8 Recommended the installation of the "STOP FOR
PEDESTRIAN X-WALK" sign in front of the Post Office.
9. The Chairman had a meeting with Mr. Ed Pevear, State of
N.H. Traffic Engineer. The State P.W.D. installed a new
warning and a large "YIELD" sign on the ramp going into
Route 51 the next day.
10. Senator Preston informed the committee that he is still
trying to get funds for new guardrails at Hampton Beach.
11. The Safety Committee received numerous traffic
complaints throughout the 1982 year and tried to help solve
them.
12. A new left east - center lane - at Winnacunnet and
Landing Road intersection. Committee Members:




William Stickney replaced Gerald Brown










Following is a list of expenditures as the result of American
Legion activities on behalf of the Town of Hampton, Budget
granted for PATRIOTIC PURPOSES was $800.00 in 1982
Memorial Day
5grs. 8x12 American Flags @ 57.00 $285.00
3 grs. 4x6 American Flags @ 24.00 72.00
4 Books Essay Contest @6.22y2 24.90
9 Markers (plastic) @5.00 45.00
Winnacunnet High School Band 33.33
Buses for Band 33.33
60 Geraniums @1.35 81.00
Hampton School Band 50.00










Our deep appreciation for the many courtesies accorded our
committees. Post 35 will pick up the small deficit.
Respectfully submitted,
Roland W. Paige, Adjutant
Post #35, American Legion
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•03-474-99«4
The Board of Commissioners
Hampton Beach Village District
Hampton Beach, New Hampshire 03842
We have examined the combined financial fateraents of the Hampton Beach
Village District as of and for the year ended December 31, 1982. Our exam-
ination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and,
accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other audit-
ing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described more fully in Note 1, the combined financial statements refer-
red to above, do not include property, plant, or equipment asset balances and
corresponding depreciation accounts, which should be Included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that the omission of the accounts described above
result in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the preceding paragraph,
the combined financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial
position of the Hampton Beach Village District at December 31, 1982, and the
results of its operations and changes in financial position of its proprietary
fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
combined financial statements taken as a whole. The combining, individual
fund^ and schedules are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the combined financial statements of the Hampton
Beach Village District. This information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial statements
and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation
to the combined financial statements taken as a whole.





HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
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HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT























S 54.940.14 S 90.772.70 $ 145.712.84.










$ 7,338.05 $ 90,772.70 $ 98,110.75
47,602.09 -0- 47,602.09
$ 54,940.1 4 $ 90,772.70 $ 145.712.84
S 54.940.14 $ 90.772.70 j,145.712.84
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
WILLIAM C. YOtNGCLAtS certified public accountant
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Exhibit B
HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
Combined Statement of Revenues , Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
General and Capital Fund Types








Taxes $ 156,807.00 $ -0- $ 156,807.00
Intergovernmental Revenues - State 1,590.00 -0- 1.590.00
Charges for Services 4,708.64 -0- 4,708.64
Sale of Town Property 2,989.26 -0- 2,989.26
Miscellaneous Revenues 5,777.00 -0- 5,777.00
Interest 2,254.13 10 ,585..70 — 12,839.83

















Total Expenditures $_ -0- 156,339.74
Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures $_ 17,786.29 $_ 10,585. 70 $_ .28,371.99










Sources (Uses) $_ -0- $_ -0- i.
-0-
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and
Other (Uses) 1 17.786.29 $_ 10.585.,70 1 28,371.99
Fund Surplus at Beginning of Year 1 29,815.80 i. 80,187,lOO 1 110.002.80
UNDESIGNATED FUND SURPLUS AT END OF YEAR i. 47-602.09 4- 90.772 J£L 1. 138.374.79
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
WILLIAM C. YOUNGCLAL'S certified public accountant
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HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual
General Fund Types





















































Tctal Expenditures $_156,339.74 24.575.26
Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures $_ (10,928.34) $_ 17.786.29 $_ 28,714.63










Sources (Uses) $_ -0- $_ -0- $_ -0-
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and
Other Uses $. (10,928.34) 1 17,786.29 $_ 28,714.63
Fund Surplus at Beginning of Year 1 29,815.80 1 29.815.80 $_ -0-
FUND BALANCES AT END OF YEAR 1 18.887.46 1 47,602.09 1. 28.714.63
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
WILLIAM C. YOUNGCLAUS certified public accountant
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
WILLIAM C. YOUNGCLAUS certified public accountant
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HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
Notes to Financial Statements
Year Ended December 31, 1982
Note 1.) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies:
The accounting policies of the Hampton Beach Village District conform
to generally accepted accounting principles for local governmental units
except as Indicated hereinafter. The following is a summary of
significant accounting policies.
Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis is used for all fiduciary funds. Governmental funds
utilize the modified basis whereby revenues are recorded when measurable
and available. Expenditures are recorded when the liability is incurred
(accrual basis) except:
A. Disbursements for inventory items (materials and supplies)
are considered expenditures at the time of purchase.
B. Prepaid expenses are not normally recorded.
Property, Plant, and Equipment
Property, plant, and equipemnt acquired or constructed for general
government services are recorded as expenditures in the fund making the
expenditure. Funds used to acquire general fixed assets and/or debt
service payments on borrowing in connection therewith are accounted for
as expenditures in the year payments are made. This is contrary to
generally accepted accounting principles which require that general
fixed assets be capitalized and accounted for in a separate fixed asset
group of accounts.
Types and Purpose of Funds
A. General funds are intended to provide recurring general services.
They are controlled by a budget approved by the voters.
B. Capital Project Funds - Used to account for financial resources to
be used for the acquisition or construction of major capital
facilities.
Other General Accounting Policies
Continuing Appropriations
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended
at year-end are carried forward as continuing appropriations to the next
year in which they supplement the appropriations of that year. At year-end,
continuing appropriations are reported as a component of fund balance.
As of December 31, 1982, the following was a continuing appropriation:
Study Committee (Separation) S 6.838, Q5








STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton in the County of
Rockingham, said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Uptown Fire Station
on Winnacunnet Road on Tuesday, the eigth day of March
1983, at eight o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following
subjects: Articles 1 through Article 12.
Pursuant to the actions in Article 16 in the 1973 Town
Warrant, the Board of Selectmen has set Saturday, March 12,
1983, at ten o'clock in the fore noon at the Winnacunnet High
School Auditorium for the second session of the Annual Town
Meeting to act upon the following subject: Articles 13 through
Article 50.
ARTICLE 1
To choose by non-partisan ballot: one (1) Selectman for
three (3) years; one (1) Town Clerk for three (3) years; one (1)
Treasurer for one (1) year; four (4) members of the Municipal
Budget Committee for three (3) years; one (1) member of the
Municipal Budget Committee for two (2) years; two (2)
members of the Municipal Budget Committee for one (1) year;
one (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds for three (3) years; one (1)
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years; one (1) Library Trustee
for three (3) years; two (2) members of the Planning Board for
three (3) years.
(The Polls for election of officers and Australian Ballot
Articles will be opened at eight o'clock inthe forenoon and will
remain open until eight o'clock in the evening of the same
day.)
ARTICLE 2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. I as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 1.6 of the




Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. II as
proposed by the Planning Board fo/ the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
ToseeiftheTownwillvotetoamend Article IV, of the Zoning
Ordinance, Dimensional Requirements, by deleting Article
4.3., minimum lot width.
ARTICLE 4
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. Ill as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article II oftheZoning
Ordinance, Districts, by deleting Article 2.1.4., in its entirety
and substituting, "In the event that any lot is situated in more
than onezoning district, a portion shall be permitted to be used
in accordance with the use regulations and dimensional
requirements for the district in which that portion is located,
but multiple use of single lots is prohibited." ^
ARTICLE 5
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. IV as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 4.2 of the
Zoning Ordinance by adding the following:
Minimum frontage for mobile home parks by permit shall be
50 feet. (21)
ARTICLE 6
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. V as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 4.2 of the
Zoning Ordinance by adding the following:




Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. VI as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 4.2 of the
Zoning Ordinance by adding the following:
Foot note 21 : "Refers to the frontage of the spaces within the
parks."
ARTICLE 8
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. VII as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Toseeif the Town will vote to amend Article VI of the Zoning
Ordinance, Parking as follows:
By amending Article 6.3.5 to read: "Clubs, restaurants,
churches, or places of assembly: One space per three person
capacity.
ARTICLE 9
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. VIII as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VI of the Zoning
Ordinance, Parking, as follows:
By deleting Article 6.3.7, "Places of Worship, no
requirement."
ARTICLE 10
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. IX as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VI of the Zoning
Ordinance, Parking, as follows:
By adding Article 6.3.9: "All parking must be on site or be
assured perpetual existence by easement."
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ARTICLE 11
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. X as
proposed by tine Planning Board for the Town of Hampton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XI of the Zoning
Ordinance, Construction Provisions, by deleting Articles 11.4
and 11.5 in their entirety and substituting as follows:
Article 11.4: "Electrical Wiring: All wiring shall conform to
the National Electrical Code, 1981 Edition, NFPA No. 70-
1981."
Article 11.5: "Plumbing: BOCA Basic Plumbing Code, 1981
Edition."
ARTICLE 12
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amendment as
proposed by the petition of the voters for this Town of
Hampton?
On Petition, of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Hampton to see if the Town will vote to amend the zoning map
and zoning ordinance of the Town by rezoning to Residential
C-Seasonal (RCS) use that portion of the area presently zoned
for Seasonal-Business (BS) use bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning at a point at the Intersection of the existing
boundary between the RCS and BS zones, and the southerly
boundary of Lot #46, Map #1 1 1 , thence running easterly along
the southerly boundary of said Lot #46 to the northwesterly
corner of Lot #109, Map #111; thence turning and running
southerly along the westerly boundary of said Lot #109 and
across Hobson Avenue to the northwesterly corner of Lot #90,
Map #111; thence southerly along the westerly boundary of
Lots #90 and #1 2, Map #1 1 1 and across Manchester Avenue to
the northwesterly corner of Lot #11, Map.#111; thence
southerly along the westerly boundaries of Lots #11, #27, #34
and #74, Map #111 and across Mooring Drive to the
northwesterly corner of Lot #59, Map #111; thence southerly
along the westerly boundary of Lots #59 and #39, Map #111
and across Auburn Avenue to the centerline of the northerly
end of Auburn Avenue Extension; thence southerly along the
centerline of the Auburn Avenue Extension to the southerly
end thereof and across Perkins Avenue to the northwesterly
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corner of Lot #37, Map #109; thence southerly along the
westerly boundary of Lots #37 and #42, Map #109 and across
Johnson Avenue to the northwesterly corner of Lot #60, Map
#109; thence southerly along the westerly boundary of Lots
#60 and #67, Map #109 and across Rivervlew Terrace to the
northwesterly corner of Lot #83 Map #109; thence southerly
along the westerly boundary of Lots #83 and #90, Map #109
and across Bragg Avenue to the northwesterly corner of Lot
#28, Map #107; thence southerly along the westerly boundary
of Lots #28 and #39, Map #1 07 and across Tuttle Avenue to the
northwesterly corner of Lot #73, Map #107; thence southerly
along the westerly boundary of Lots #73 and #21, Map #107
and across Fellows Avenue to the northwesterly corner of Lot
#43, Map #107; thence southerly along the westerly boundary
of Lots #43 and #14, Map #1 07 and along the extension of said
boundary to the centerline of Dow Avenue; thenceturning and
running westerly along the centerline of Dow Avenue to the
centerline of Whitten Street; thence turning and running
southerly along the centerline of Whitten Street to the
centerline of Duston Avenue; thence turning and running
westerly along the centerline of Duston Avenue to Lot #18,
Map #106; thence turning and running along the southerly
boundary of said Lot #18 to the Hampton River; thence turning
and running northerly along the Hampton Rivertotheexisting
RCS zone; thence turning and running easterly, then
northerly, along said zone to the point of beginning.
And furthermore, to provide as a new footnote to Article IV
that any lots within said area so rezoned as of March 8, 1983,
shall not be required to conform to the lot area, frontage and
lot width requirements of the RCS zone if conforming to such
requirements as set forth for the BS zone.
(Signed by 29 registered voters of the Town of Hampton)
(Not recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE 13
The undersigned legal voters of the Town of Hampton
respectfully request that the following item be placed in the
Town Warrant for consideration at the Annual Town Meeting
to be holden on the second Tuesday of March, 1983:
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,223,000.00 Dollars for the purpose of building and
equipping an addition to the Lane Memorial Library in
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accordance with the report and recommendations submitted
at the 1983 Annual Meeting by the 1982 Lane Memorial Library
Study Committee, said sum to be raised as follows:
a. $790,000.00 Dollars of said sum to be raised by the
issuance of Serial bonds or Notes not to exceed $790,000.00
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (N.H.R.S.A. 33:1 et. seq. as amended) and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereof, and to take
such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale, and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall
be in the best interest of the Town of Hampton;
b. $250,000.00 Dollars of said sum to be raised by
withdrawal of same from the capital reserve fund established
for such purpose by the 1981 and 1982 Annual Meetings;
c. $100,000.00 Dollars of said sum to be raised by
contributions from other sources; and
d. $83,000.00 Dollars of said sum to be raised from interest
anticipated to be accumulated on all the aforesaid sums until
expended;
the provisions for the withdrawal and expenditure of funds
from the capital reserve fund, acceptance of contributions
from any and all lawfull sources and expenditure of same, and
all other matters relating thereto to be delegated to the
Selectmen.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to add to
the Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of constructing a
new library or an addition to the Lane Memorial Library the
sum of One Hundred Thousand (100,000.00) dollars due and
payable December 31, 1983, for the purpose, to be added to
such other monies as may be received for such purpose, in
accordance with RSA 35. All interest ear/ied on said
appropriation shall be added to the said Capital Reserve Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as
submitted by the Municipal Budget Committee and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,920,681.00
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ARTICLE 16
We, the undersigned, being legal residents of the Town of
Hampton, New Hampshire, petition the Selectmen at the next
Town Meeting as to the following:
All town-owned Lots to the East (Oceanside) of Lots #267
and #272, Town of Hampton Map #105, and Lots #165, 182,
212,220, 243 and 248, Town of Hampton Map #104, located in
the so-called "Pines", be made into a perpetual park, and
registered in the Rockingham County Court House, Exeter,
N.H. as such.
ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town will vote to give the Selectmen and Town
Treasurer power to borrow not more than $3,900,000 in
anticipation of taxes.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 18
To see if the Town will vote to abandon and discontinue that
roadway within the Town known as Rye Court, which is a 23' X
110' roadway running perpendicular off from and between
numbers 18 and 26 Acadia Street. Nothing in this Article is to
be construed to effect any right or interest in and to said
Acadia Street.
ARTICLE 19
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $150,000. for the purpose of preparing design documents
and completing the construction of parking lots at the
following locations: Church Street, Island Path and Island
Path Extension.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 20
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the
withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under
the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
the sum of $61,500. to purchase two (2) pieces of land
consisting of 2.7 acres, more or less, at 285 and 289
Winnacunnet Road; and to remove the gravel from same for
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use by our Public Works Department. This property is adjacent
to land already owned by the Town.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 21
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the
withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under
the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1 972 for
the use as set-off against budget appropriations for the
following specific purposes and in amounts indicated here-





(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $22,275 to fund cost items relating to the Firefighter's and
Police Officer's salaries and benefits of 1983, such sum
representing the cost of those additional salaries and benefits
authorized to be offered by the Hampton Board of Selectmen
to the Hampton Firefighters, Local 2664, and the Hampton
Police Relief Association in their collective bargaining
sessions; pursuant to the N.H. Revised Statutes Annotated,
Chapter 273-A.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,000. to complete the program of new decorations and/or
lights and to maintain the previous decorations in the town for
the year-end holiday season.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 24
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of




To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Bpard of
Selectmen to enter into a Three (3) year lease with the Diocese
of Manchester for the use of their Hampton, N.H., Church
Street parking lot, for a fee of One ($1.00) dollar and other
considerations, including the provision of traffic control, and
to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-five Thousand
($25,000.00) dollars for improvements to same.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 26
To see if the Town will vote to rescind Article 2 of the March
14, 1981 Town Meeting and substitute the following:
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
of $95,000 for the purpose of preparing a facilities plan on
sewerage and sewage treatment facilities which are
requirements contained in the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.) and will qualify the
Town for Federal and State funds, such sum to be raised by the
issuance of Serial Bonds or Notes not to exceed $95,000 under
and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (NH RSA 33.1 et seq., as amended) and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take
such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall
be in the best interests of the Town of Hampton, N.H., and to
allow the Selectmen to expend such monies as become
available from the Federal and State Government under
Financial Assistance Program of the Construction Grants
section of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.) and pass any vote relating
thereto."
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 27
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
$250,000 for the purpose of preparing plans and specifications
on sewerage and sewage treatment facilities which are
requirements contained in the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.) and will qualify the
Town for Federal and State Funds; up to $62,500 of this sum is
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to be appropriated from funds already raised pursuant to
Article 2 of the 1 979 Town Meeting for this same purpose, the
balance of the $250,000 to come from Federal and State
matching funds, and the Selectmen are further authorized to
expend such monies as become available or have become
available from the Federal Government under the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
The purpose of this Article is to effect an amendment to
Article 2 of the 1979 Town Meeting, to clarify the amount of
money to be raised and appropriated by the Town and to
increase the total funds appropriated for preparing plans and
specifications.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 28
We the undersigned, being voters and residents of the Town
of Hampton, petition to see if the town will instruct the
Selectmen to maintain and keep up the property it owns on
High Street, known as the "Mill". As the lack of such
maintainance will cause harm to this historic building and
devalue the property surrounding it.
ARTICLE 29
Due to the severe drainage problems at Tuck Field, the
following registered voters of the Town of Hampton, petition
the Town to see if it will vote to raise and appropriate $7,000 to
conduct a design study of Tuck Field, consisting of map of
topography, subsurface soil explorations and a general
gathering of existing data to render an understanding of
existing conditions contributing to the drainage problems.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 30
On petition of Arthur J. Moody and nine or more other legal
voters, to see if the Town will vote to increase the salary, or
stipend, of the Board of Selectmen from $1,200 to $2,000 per
year per member, as requested by that Board, and to raise and
appropriate sufficient funds therefore, as well as for the
previously set amount of $500 annually paid each member to
cover any personal expenses of the offfice that may be
incurred.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 31
On petition of Thomas H. Burbank and 1 7 Voters of the Town
of Hampton: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8,000. to assist the Seacoast Regional
Counseling Center, a private non-profit organization.
During the year 1982, over 100 Hampton residents for a total
of 1200+ sessions used this service at a cost of $73,000 to the
Counseling Center. The funds requested are to be used for
current operating expenses to enable the Counseling Center
to continue providing counseling service for residents of the
Town, whether or not said residents are able to pay.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 32
To see if the Town will vote to appoint a 350th Birthday
Celebration Committee consisting of Five (5) members to be
appointed by the Board of Selectmen and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Hundred ($500.00) dollars to be
used by the same.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 33
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,000 for the Area Homemaker Home Health Aide Service,
Inc. to defray a portion of the costs of services provided by said
organization to residents of the Town.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 34
We the undersigned voters, petition the Town of Hampton to
appropriate the sum of $2,157.00 to Greater Portsmouth
Community Action Center, a subdivision of Rockingham
County Community Action Program, Inc., a private, non-
profit, anti-poverty agency. This figure represents 2.5% of
$86,317.00 in services rendered to Hampton residents during
the fiscal year 9/1/81 - 8/31/82.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 35
I, Robert H. Price, resident of the Town of Hampton, present
this petition with the following signatures to see if the Town of
Hampton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,600.00 from the 1983 general town revenue for the
Newmarket Regional Health Center services and programs,
including the Senior Citizen Transportation Program.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 36
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,500 for the Seacoast Task Force on Family Violence, a
private nonprofit organization, which operates A SAFE
PLACE, a shelter for battered spouses and their children,
which provides shelter and supportives services to residents of
Hampton.
From January through September, 1982, 16 Hampton
residents received services from A SAFE PLACE, including 2
families which received 127 days of shelter, and 13 individuals
who received crisis line services, including assistance with
obtaining restraining orders.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 37
We, the undersigned Hampton residents, petition the Town
of Hampton to place on the warrant the request for the
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of New Hampshire for the sum
of $1,060. to help defray some of the expenses for fiscal year
1983.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 38
The undersigned registered voters of the Town of Hampton
respectfully request that the following item be placed in the
Town Warrant for consideration at the Annual Meeting to be
holden on the 12th day of March 1983.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1 ,384.00 to assist Rockingham Child and Family Services, a
private non-profit organization. The amount of this request is
based on services rendered to 38 residents of the Town of
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Hampton during the period July 1, 1981 through JuneSO, 1982,
inclusive. These residents used $5,180.00 worth of services,
however, only $1,384.00 could be billed according to their
ability to pay. We therefore request a match payment from the
Town, in this instance being $1 ,384.00 These funds to be used
for current operating expenses to enable Rockingham Child
and Family Services to continue providing individual and
family counseling for residents of the Town of Hampton
whether or not said residents are able to pay.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 39
We the undersigned, Hampton residents and RSVP
volunteers petition the Town of Hampton to place on the
warrant the request to support the Retired Senior Volunteer
Program by allocating $500.00 to help defray some of the
expenses for fiscal year 1983 - 1984
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 40
On petition of Roland W. Paige and 24 other legal voters in
the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $300.00 for the Portsmouth-Kittery
Armed Services Committee.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 41
We, the undersigned, being legal voters in the Town of
Hampton hereby petition the Hampton Board of Selectmen to
place the following Article on the Hampton Town Warrant for
the Annual Town Meeting to be held in March 1983 pursuant to
provisions of RSA 39:3:
To see if the Town of Hampton will vote to close and
discontinue that portion of Briar Road which is situated
between North Shore Road and Cranberry Lane.
ARTICLE 42
To see what action the Town will take on the following
question:
To see if the Town will vote to exchange a portion of land
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owned by the Town and located on the northeasterly side of
Dumas Avenue, to and with Ronald J. Pare and Maura G. Pare
in exchange for a portion of land adjacent to said parcel and
owned by Ronald J. and Maura G. Pare. Said parcels are
described as follows:
Town parcel: Beginning at a point at the northwesterly
cornerof the within described premises at land noworformerly
of the Town of Hampton and turning N 46° 15' 20" E for a
distance of 20.75 feet to a point; thence turning and running N
69° 19' 15" E for a distance of 11.05 feet to a point; thence
turning and running S 89° 45' 28"E for a distance of 21 .28 feet
to a point; thence turning and running S 81° 35' 20" E for a
distance of 20.92 feet to a point: thence turning and running S
44° 26' 10" E for a distance of 25.58 feet to a point; the last five
directions being along land of the Town of Hampton and the
Atlantic Ocean. Thence turning and running S 31° 8' 21" W for
a distance of 105.65 feet along land now or formerly of the
Town of Hampton and land now or formerly of J. Doyle.
Thence turning and running N 16° 50' 14" W for a distance of
66.09 feet to a found fence post; thence continuing N 20° 38'
29" W for a distance of 32.42 feet to the point of beginning. The
last two courses being along other land of Ronald J. and Maura
G. Pare and along the travelled portion of Dumas Avenue,
socalled.
Pare Land: Beginning at a point representing the southerly
most point of the land described in the paragraph above, and at
the intersection of land noworformerly of J. Doyle and Ronald
J. and Maura G. Pare and turning and running S 31° 8'21" W
for a distance of 30.91 feet to the sideline of Dumas Avenue,
socalled; thence turning and running along a curve with a right
hand turn along said Dumas Avenue for a distance of 24.3 feet
to a point; thence turning and running N 10° 28' 50" E for a
distance of 51.48 feet along said Dumas Avenue to a point;
thence turning and running S 16° 50' 14" E for a distance of
47.47 feet to the point of beginning and along a portion of the
land described above.
And to authorize and empower the Selectmen, on behalf of
the Town, to execute such deeds and other documents as are
required to complete the exchange transaction.
Both parcels to be exchanged as described above are further
described on a plan entitled "Exchange of land for Ronald J.
Pare and Maura G. Pare, Hampton, New Hampshire, Scale 1 " =
20', September 1982, Parker Survey Associates, Inc., Exeter
and Seabrook, New Hampshire
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Hampton during the periodJuly 1, 1981 through June 30, 1982,
inclusive. These residents used $5,180.00 worth of services,
however, only $1,384.00 could be billed according to their
ability to pay. We therefore request a match payment from the
Town, in this instance being $1 ,384.00 These funds to be used
for current operating expenses to enable Rockingham Child
and Family Services to continue providing individual and
family counseling for residents of the Town of Hampton
whether or not said residents are able to pay.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 39
We the undersigned, Hampton residents and RSVP
volunteers petition the Town of Hampton to place on the
warrant the request to support the Retired Senior Volunteer
Program by allocating $500.00 to help defray some of the
expenses for fiscal year 1983 - 1984
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 40
On petition of Roland W. Paige and 24 other legal voters in
the Town of Hampton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $300.00 for the Portsmouth-Kittery
Armed Services Committee.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 41
We, the undersigned, being legal voters in the Town of
Hampton hereby petition the Hampton Board of Selectmen to
place the following Article on the Hampton Town Warrant for
the Annual Town Meeting to be held in March 1983 pursuant to
provisions of RSA 39:3:
To see if the Town of Hampton will vote to close and
discontinue that portion of Briar Road which is situated
between North Shore Road and Cranberry Lane.
ARTICLE 42
To see what action the Town will take on the following
question:
To see if the Town will vote to exchange a portion of land
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owned by the Town and located on the northeasterly side of
Dumas Avenue, to and with Ronald J. Pare and Maura G. Pare
in exchange for a portion of land adjacent to said parcel and
owned by Ronald J. and Maura G. Pare. Said parcels are
described as follows:
Town parcel: Beginning at a point at the northwesterly
cornerof the within described premises at land now or formerly
of the Town of Hampton and turning N 46° 15' 20" E for a
distance of 20.75 feet to a point; thence turning and running N
69° 19' 15" E for a distance of 11.05 feet to a point; thence
turning and running S 89° 45' 28"E for a distance of 21 .28 feet
to a point; thence turning and running S 81° 35' 20" E for a
distance of 20.92 feet to a point: thence turning and running S
44° 26' 1 0" E for a distance of 25.58 feet to a point; the last five
directions being along land of the Town of Hampton and the
Atlantic Ocean. Thence turning and running S31° 8'21" Wfor
a distance of 105.65 feet along land now or formerly of the
Town of Hampton and land now or formerly of J. Doyle.
Thence turning and running N 16° 50' 14" Wfor a distance of
66.09 feet to a found fence post; thence continuing N 20° 38'
29" W for a distance of 32.42 feet to the point of beginning. The
last two courses being along other land of Ronald J. and Maura
G. Pare and along the travelled portion of Dumas Avenue,
socalled.
Pare Land: Beginning at a point representing the southerly
most point of the land described in the paragraph above, and at
the intersection of land noworformerly of J. Doyle and Ronald
J. and Maura G. Pare and turning and running S 31° 8'21" W
for a distance of 30.91 feet to the sideline of Dumas Avenue,
socalled; thence turning and running along acurvewith a right
hand turn along said Dumas Avenue for a distance of 24.3 feet
to a point; thence turning and running N 10° 28' 50" E for a
distance of 51.48 feet along said Dumas Avenue to a point;
thence turning and running S 16° 50' 14" E for a distance of
47.47 feet to the point of beginning and along a portion of the
land described above.
And to authorize and empower the Selectmen, on behalf of
the Town, to execute such deeds and other documents as are
required to complete the exchange transaction.
Both parcels to be exchanged as described above are further
described on a plan entitled "Exchange of land for Ronald J.
Pare and Maura G. Pare, Hampton, New Hampshire, Scale 1 " =
20', September 1982, Parker Survey Associates, Inc., Exeter
and Seabrook, New Hampshire
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ARTICLE 43
On petition of Arthur J. Moody and nine or more other legal
voters, to see what amount shall be set for the annual salary
and/or benefits of the Manager.
ARTICLE 44
On petition of Mary-Louise Woolsey and at least nine other
legal voters to see what votes the town may take in relation to
the sale of town-owned leased land.
ARTICLE 45
On petition of Arthur J. Moody and nine or more other legal
voters, to see if the Town will vote to establish a committee of at
least five members, to include the Fire and Police Chiefs, or
their designees, and a minimum of three citizens appointed at
large by the Board of Selectmen, to study a user and/or penalty
fee structure of charges for the provision of special and extra
services related to the use of private fire, burglar, etc., alarm
systems in structures other than those owned by the Town, or
School District or Village District situated wholly within the
Town, and to develop ordinances or administratively imposed
fees to cover same. The intent of such fees is to place more of
the cost of those special demands, which are above and
beyond those considered usual or traditional, imposed on the
emergency services onto those requesting them rather than on
all property taxpayers as a group, since these demands have
resulted in hundreds of emergency runs (increasing in number
each year) for false alarms caused by malfunctioning (other
than by an external power problem), improperly designed,
installed or maintained, or over-sensitive alarm systems, or
incorrect use thereof, and which activations are reported to the
departments by electronic, mechanical, radio or telephonic
means other than by an observer who is, or was, at or near the
scene (audible alarms on structures will have to be covered
separately).
ARTICLE 46
On petition of Arthur J. Moody and nine or more other legal
voters, to see if the Town will amend the Dump Ordinance
adopted by the 196.7 Annual Town Meeting to increase the
penalty for conviction of each offense from a fine not
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exceeding $10 to a fine not exceeding $100, the maximum
under the state's penal code for most "Violations". Also, to add
the following to the penalty section: "Upon a second
conviction within a 12-month period, loss of dump privileges
for a period of time, as set by the Court, or subsequent to such
conviction by the Board of Selectmen, after a hearing, if
requested, may be imposed."
ARTICLE 47
We, the undersigned, being legal voters in the Town of
Hampton, N.H., do hereby petition the Board of Selectmen of
said Town, to place the following article on the warrant for the
1983 annual meeting.
ACID RAIN WARRANT ARTICLE
To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of
immediate actions by the Federal Government to control and
reduce acid rain which is harmful to the environment and
economy of Hampton, N.H., and to the health and welfare of
the people of Hampton, N.H.
These Actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain,
sulfur dioxide emissions, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the
government of Canada that will commit both nations to this
same goal.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to
the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the
President of the United States.
ARTICLE 48
On petition of 12 legal voters of the Town of Hampton, New
Hampshire, to see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Town of Hampton that no
Representative Official or Designated Agent of the Town of
Hampton will assist or cooperate with Public Service
Company of New Hampshire, the New Hampshire Civil
Defense Agency, or the Federal Emergency Management
Agency in initiating, formulating or carrying out any Nuclear
Emergency Response Plan established pursuant to N.H. RSA
107-B:1 through N.H. RSA 107-B:6 until such time as the
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission promulgates
specific and binding regulatory standards defining emergency
response adequacy under 10 C.F.R. 50.47. Such standards
must detail adequate, Town specific:
1). Time Limits for complete evacuation of each Town
within the 10 mile radius from the Seabrook Station Site,
2). Human dose levels between initiation and completion
of a complete evacuation with respect to:
a). Resident Town populations and,
b). Transient summer populations.
This resolution shall remain in effect until dissolved by the
Town of Hampton after it has been satisfied that the standards
described above have been established in final form.
ADDENDUM
For purposes of this Resolution the word "assist" shall mean
to communicate or provide any existing or future known
information relating in any way to the development of any
Nuclear Emergency Response Plan.
ARTICLE 49
On petition of James and Ann Polizzo, and Gary and Sandra
Upham, and ten or more of the legal voters of the Town of
Hampton to vote to abandon and discard that roadway
(approximately 50' x 88') within the town which is shown on
the plan entitled "Subdivision Plan of Glen Hill" approved
February 11, 1960, running between the property of James and
Ann Polizzo and Gary and Sandra Upham on Carolan Avenue,
Hampton, New Hampshire between Lot #19 and Lot #20 said
roadway or paper street being over twenty years old, and to
further authorize selectmen to quitclaim one half of said




To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.






A true copy attest:
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HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Year Ended December 31, 1982
Note 1.) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
Fund Balances
The unreserved fund balance designated for subsequent years expenditures
represents the following:
Ross Fund $ 500.00
Study Committee (Separation) 6,838.05
i_7.338.Jli
Note 2.) Capital Project Funds
Capital project funds consisted of monies voted for capital improvements
in 1981 as the result of the sale of the salt water protective system.
The original voted amount was $75,000. Interest earned on this money as
of December 31, 1982, amounted to $15,772.70.
WILLIAM C. YOUNGCLAUS certified public accountant
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HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
Statement of Budgeted and Actual Revenues





District Taxes $ 156.807.00 $ 156,807-00 $ -0-
Intergovemmental Revenues
Business Profit Tax $ 1,590.00 $ 1,590.00 $ -0-
Charges For Services
Boardwalk Lighting




$ 1,186.64 $ (1,086.02)
3,522.00 72.00
$ 5.722.66 $ 4,708.64 $ (1,014.02)





$ -0- $ 156.00 $ 156.00
3,417.00 2,518.26 (898.74)
-0- 315.00 315.00



















$ 2.450.00 $ 5,777.00 $ 3.327.00
Interest $ 2,254.13 $ 2.254.13
Fund Surplus Used to Reduce Tax Rate $ 10.928.34 $ 10.928.34 $ -0-
TOTALS S 180.915.0Q 5 185.054.3Z S 4.139.37
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
WILLIAM C. YOUNGCLAUS certified public accountant
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HAMPTON BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT
Schedule of Budgeted and Actual Appropriations








































1_ 12,915.00 $_ 7,885.77 $_ (5.029.23)






















1 89,225.00 1 89.441.81 1 216.81
1 1,392.00 1 ho- i (1,392.00)
i. 180.915.00 $ ;56.339.74 1 f24.575.26>
The accompanying notes are an Integral part of these financial statements.
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KILLION, PLODZIK & SANDERSON
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS
171 NORTH MAIN STftCET
CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 0330I
JOHN J. KILLION. JR-. C PA. TCLrPHONCS
STCPHCN O. PLODZIK. P> 003 ZZ^SSTI
ROBERT t- SANDERSON. P>. 003 223-0000
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampton
Hampton, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining fund and
account group financial statements of the Town of Hampton, New Hampshire as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1982, as listed in the table of contents.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
The financial statements of the Hampton District Court for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1982, have not been included in the accompanying financial report.
However, we have examined the financial statements of the Court and have issued
a separate report thereon (See Note 7).
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to above do
not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the combined financial statements and the combining fund and account
group financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial
position of the Town of Hampton, New Hampshire at December 31, 1982, and the
results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a trhole and on the combining fund and account
group financial statements. The accompanying financial information listed as
supplemental schedules in the table of contents is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the combined financial
statements of the Town of Hampton, New Hampshire. The information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the
combined, combining fund and account group financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the combined
financial statements taken as a whole.
January 25, 1983 f'^coLL.''/^Jf^ f >jLj^M,Aa*^
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TOV™ OF HAMPTON
OPINION ON COMPLIANCE
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampton
Hampton, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining fund and
account group financial statements of the Town of Hampton for the year ended
December 31, 1982, and have issued our report thereon dated January 25, 1983.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In connection with our examination we also (1) performed tests of compliance
with the Revenue Sharing Act and regulations as detailed in the Commentary on
the Audit Requirements of the 1980 Amendments to the State and Local Fiscal
Assistance Act issued by the Office of Revenue Sharing, U.S. Department of the
Treasury, and (2) compared the data on the appropriate Bureau of Census Form
RS-8 with the audited records of the Town of Hampton.
In our opinion, for the items tested, the Town of Hampton complied with the
aforementioned provisions of the Revenue Sharing Act and regulations. Further,
based on our examination and the procedures referred to above, nothing came to
our attention to indicate that the Town of Hampton had not complied with the
aforementioned provisions of the Revenue Sharing Act and regulations.

















Due From Other Governments
Due From Other Funds
Prepaid Expenses
Amount To Be Provided For





















Due To Other Governments
Due To Other Funds
Due To Depositors
General Obligation Bonds Payable
Notes Payable
Total Liabilities







Reserved For Encumbrances (Note IE)
Reserved For Endowments
Unreserved





























































The accompanying notes are





Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types









Proceeds of Long-Term Notes






















Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1



















( 161,470) 46,758 ( 137,753)
607.052 320.726 602.792
$ 445,582 $367,484 $465,039
96





























The accompanying notes are




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual
General and Special Revenue Fund Types
























Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Uses (See Note ID)
Fund Balances - January 1





$3,425,154 $3 ,482,589 $ 57,435
640,305 634,428 ( 5,877)
886,391 989,052 102,661
331.476 344.634 13.158
5,283,326 _5 ,450.703 167.377
673,555 780,569 ( 107,014)
2,088,859 1 ,976,672 112,187
1,447,322 1 ,362,540 84,782
86,539 74,810 11,729
88,320 71,119 17,201
55,156 81,611 ( 26,455)
74,158 70,629 3,529
146,265 146,265






( 427,149) ( 161,470) 265,679
607,052 607,052




Special Revenue1 Funds (Memorandum <Only)
Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable
Budget Actual (Unfavorable) Budget Actual (Unfavorable)
$ $ $ $3,425,154 $3,482,589 $ 57,435
171,000 181,546 10,546 811,305 815,974 4,669













100 100 88.420 71,219 17,201
55,156 81,611 ( 26,455)





363,862 384,374 ( 20,512)
206,460 186,706 19,754
139,580 138,525 1,055






423,183 446,735 ( 23,552) 74,750






$ 813,066$320,726 $46,758 $312,437
The accompanying notes are




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Trust Funds
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Trust Funds
Expendable Nonexpendable
Interest and Dividend Income $1,792
Other Financing Sources
Interfund Transfers
Total Revenues and Other Sources 1,792
Other Uses
Interfund Transfers 1.792
Total Other Uses 1,792
Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1






Reserve December 31 , December 31
,
Funds 1982 1981
$ 19,686 $ 21,478 $ 1,651
100.000 100.000 100.000






The accompanying notes are














Revenue Operating Capital Parking
Sharing and Fines Improvements Lots
Cash $255,517 $ 43 $50,939 $269
Accrued Interest Receivable 4,740
Due From Other Governments 52,029
Due From Other Funds




Accounts Payable $ $1,783 $ $
Fund Balances
Unreserved
Undesignated 312,286 ( 1,740 ) 50.939 269
TOTAL LIABILITIES
























$4,658 $381 $15 $676 $369,267 $321,415
The accompanying notes are
an integral part of these financial statements.
7 -
105
$ $ $ $ $ 1,783 $ 689
4.658 381 15 676 367.484 320.726
$4,658 $381 $15 $676 $369,267 $321,415
EXHIBIT A-2
TOWN OF HAMPTON
All Special Revenue Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Federal Public Library
Revenue Operating Capital Parking









Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and
Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1
Fund Balances - December 31
$181,546 $ $ $
27,467 3,616 17,583 159,084
82,253
171.000 865
209.013 85,869 17.583 159.084
86,928 6,162
158.825
171.000 87.793 6.162 158.825
38,013 ( 1,924) 11,421 259
274.273 184 39.518 10




Coastal Totals Year Ended
Conservation Control Cemetery Planning December 31, December 31,




























The accompanying notes are








































Contracts Payable $ $ 10,600 $ 10,600 |^
Fund Balances
Reserved For Encumbrances 72,215 72,215 307,430
Unreserved
Undesignated 314.813 78.011 392.824 ? 295.362
Total Fund Balances 314.813 150.226 465.039 602.792
TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND FUND BALANCES $314,813 $160,826 $475,639 $602,792
The accompanying notes are




All Capital Projects Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances





Local Sources - 35,101
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of Long-Term Notes
- 10








Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses 35,101
Fund Balances - January 1 279,712






Design Phase Fire Truck
Totals Year Ended



























The accompanying notes are












Due From Other Funds
$1,795 $19,367
TOTAL ASSETS $1,795 $19,367
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities
Due To Other Governments

















Reserve Agency December 31, December 31,
Funds Funds 1982 1981
5213,598 $ 20,705 $ 255,465 $ 19,370
6,088 6,088
1.994,982 1.994.982 1.979.398
$219,686 $2,015,687 $2,256,535 $1,998,768
The accompanying notes are



















Combining Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982




January 1, December 31,
1982 Additions Deductions 1982
Cash -0- $ 20,705 $ -0- $ 20.705
LIABILITIES
Due To Depositors $ 20,705 S -0- $ 20,705
Property Tax Fund
ASSETS
Due From Other Funds
LIABILITIES
$1,879,398 $4,559,680 $4,444,09£ $1,994,982





Hampton Beach Village Precinct
TOTAL LIABILITIES











Totals - All Agency Funds
ASSETS
Cash
Due From Other Funds
TOTAL ASSETS




$1,879,398 $4,580,385 $4,444,096 $2,015,687
LIABILITIES
Due To Depositors
Due To Other Governments
TOTAL LIABILITIES
$ $ 20,705 $ $ 20,705
1.879,398 4,559,680 4,444,096 1,994,982
$1,879,398 $4,580,385 $4,444,096 $2,015,687




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies
employed in the preparation of these financial statements.
A. Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds or
account groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a
separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets,
liabilities, fund equity, revenues, and expenditures, as
appropriate. Government resources are allocated to and accounted
for in individual funds based upon the purposes for which they are
to be spent and the means by which spending activities are
controlled. The various funds are grouped by type in the financial
statements. The following fund types and account groups are used by
the Town.
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Town. All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not
allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund are
accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general
operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the capital
improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account
for the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendable
trust or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting
because of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action.
Included in this fund type are Federal Revenue Sharing, Library,
Parking Lots, Conservation Commission, Mosquito Control Commission,
Cemetery Trustees and Municipal Coastal Planning Grant funds.
Capital Projects Funds - Transactions related to resources obtained
and used for the acquisition, construction or improvement of capital
facilities are accounted for in Capital Projects Funds. Such
resources are derived principally from proceeds of long-term notes
or bonds and from federal and state grants.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
Trust and Agency Funds - Trust and Agency Funds are used to account




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
B. Account Groups (Fixed Assets and Long-Term Liabilities)
All governmental funds and expendable trust funds are accounted for
on a spending or "financial flow" measurement focus. This means
that only current assets and current liabilities are generally
included on their balance sheets. Their reported fund balance (net
current assets) is considered a measure of "available spendable
resources". Governmental fund operating statements present
increases (revenues and other financing sources) and decreases
(expenditures and other uses) in net current assets. Accordingly,
they are said to present a summary of sources and uses of available
spendable resources during a period.
General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental
purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making
the expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized
at historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for
accountability purposes. In accordance with the practices followed
by other municipal entities in the State, the Town does not maintain
a record of its general fixed assets and accordingly, a statement of
general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting
principles, is not included in this financial report.
Long-term liabilities expected to be financed from governmental
funds are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group.
This account group is not a fund. It is concerned only with the
measurement of financial position and not results of operations.
Since they do not affect net current assets, such long-term
liabilities are not recognized as governmental fund type
liabilities. They are instead reported as liabilities in the
General Long-Term Debt Account Group.
C. Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the General, Special Revenue, Capital Projects, and
Expendable Trust Funds are maintained and reported on the modified
accrual basis of accounting. Under the modified accrual basis of
accounting, sources of financial resources and assets are recognized
when measurable and available to finance operations during the year.
Uses of financial resources and liabilities are recognized when
obligations are incurred from receipt of goods and services, when
assessments are made by the State or in the case of judgments and




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
judgments and claims will result in liabilities, the amounts of
which can be reasonably estimated. Exceptions to this general rule
include: 1) accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay, and 2)
principal and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized
when due. All Nonexpendable Trust and Agency funds are accounted
for using the accrual basis of accounting.
D. Budgetary Accounting
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in
budgetary funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary
accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements
which govern the Town's operations. The Town budget represents
departmental appropriations as authorized by annual or special town
meetings. The Selectmen may transfer funds between operating
categories as they deem necessary. State Statutes require balanced
budgets but provide for the use of beginning fund balance to achieve
that end.
In 1982, beginning fund balance was applied as follows:
Unreserved fund balance
used to reduce tax rate $390,000
Beginning fund balance -
reserved for encumbrances 37, 149
Total Use of Beginning Fund Balance $427,149
E. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and
continuing appropriations (certain projects and specific items not
fully expended at year-end) are recognized, is employed in the
governmental funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of
expenditures; and are therefore reported as part of the fund balance
at December 31 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations
of the subsequent year. The reserve for encumbrances at December 31




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
General Fund
Sewer User Fee Study $3,700





Engineering and Design Phase 72,215
Total $88,984
F. Investments
Investments in all instances are stated at cost, or in the case of




Inventory in the General and Special Revenue funds consists of
expendable supplies held for consumption. The cost thereof has been
recorded as an expenditure at the time individual inventory items
were purchased.
H. Accumulated Unpaid Vacation and Sick Pay
Accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay is not accrued in the
governmental funds using the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Employees may accumulate sick leave at various rates depending on
the employing department. Also upon retirement or voluntary
termination, the Town will pay a percent of accumulated unused sick
leave, generally approximately twenty percent. Vacation is granted
in varying amounts based on length of service. Vacation pay
accumulation does not exceed a normal year's allowance. Accumulated
sick leave is indeterminable.
I. Taxes Collected For Others
The property taxes collected by the Town include taxes levied for
the Hampton and Winnacunnet Cooperative School Districts, Rockingham
County and Hampton Beach Village Precinct which are remitted to
these governmental units as required by law. The ultimate
responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town. The








NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
An analysis of the 1982 property tax levy is presented
below.




Hampton Beach Village Precinct
Total
J. Property Taxes
Annually, the Town establishes and raises through taxation an amount
for abatements and refunds of property and resident tax revenues
known as overlay. All abatements and refunds are charged to this
account. The amount raised in 1982 was $24,212 and expenditures
amounted to $53,802.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector sells at tax sale all
uncollected property taxes in the following year after taxes are
due. The purchaser at tax sale has a priority tax lien on these
properties and accrues interest at 18% per annum. Delinquent
taxpayers must redeem property from tax sale purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least
undivided interest in the property for payment of taxes and related
costs due. If property is not redeemed within the two year
redemption period, the property is tax-deeded to the lien holder.
K. Sewer User Charge System
The sewer department budget is included in the budget of the public
works department as a result of special State legislation. However,
the Federal Government (EPA) has mandated the development of a sewer
user charge system. Commencing in 1981, the Town established a
formula which applies a credit to the non-sewer user's property tax
bill. The amount of the credit in 1982 is equal to $4,300,500 of
assessed valuation to offset $100,202 (non-user share) of the total
sewer appropriation. In 1981, the formula was submitted to the
State Water Pollution Commission for approval, which management
felt would lead to EPA approval as a substitute for a direct sewer
user charge. EPA rejected the proposal and the Town has appealed




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
L. Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Tovm has numerous
transactions between funds, including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The
accompanying governmental and fiduciary fund financial statements
reflect such transactions as transfers.
M. Interfund Receivable and Payable Balances
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at
December 31, 1982, were as follows:
Interfund Interfund
Fund Receivables Payables
General Fund $ 1,792 $2,004,668
Special Revenue Funds 676
Capital Project Funds 9,010
Trust and Agency Funds 1,994,982 1,792
Totals $2,006,460 $2,006,460
CHANGES IN LONG-TERM DEBT
The following is a summary of long-term debt transactions of the
Town for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1982.
General Obligation Debt
Long-term Debt
Payable January 1, 1982 $1,355,265
Long-term Debt Retired 146,265
Long-term Debt
Payable December 31, 1982 51,209,000





NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1982
General Obligation Bonds
$1,280,000 1975 Sewer Construction
Bonds due in annual installments
of $50,000 through 1997 and $25,000
through 200A; interest at 6.75% $ 925,000
Long-Term Notes
$185,000 1982 Sewer Interceptor
Design Notes due in annual
installments of $37,000 through
1986; interest at 10.60% 148,000
$170,000 1982 Fire Department Vehicle
Notes due in annual installments
of $34,000 through 1986;
interest at 10.60% 136,000
Total $1,209,000
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of
December 31, 1982, including interest payments, are as follows:
Annual Requirements To Amortize Long-Term Debt
Year Ending General Obligation Debt
December 31 Principal Interest Total
1983 $ 121,000 $ 92,542 $ 213,542
1984 121,000 81,640 202,640
1985 121,000 70,740 191,740
1986 121,000 59,838 180,838
1987-2004 725,000 399,938 1,124,938
Total $1,209,000 $704,698 $1,913,698
All debt is general obligation debt of the Town, which is backed by
its full faith and credit.
NOTE 3 - CAPITAL PROJECTS FUNDS
A. Bonds or Notes Authorized - Unissued






















Part of $95,000 appropriation
for sewerage facilities
plans . State and Federal
funding for the balance




The capital reserve fund balances held by the Trustees of Trust
Funds at December 31, 1982, are as follows:
Purpose
Library Construction $219,686
NOTE 5 - PENSION PLAN
The Town participates in the State of New Hampshire Retirement
System. The Town's contribution for normal cost of the plan is
based upon an actuarial valuation of the entire State plan. Since
the actuarial valuation is performed on the entire State plan the
amount, if any, of the excess of vested benefits over pension fund
assets is not available. The Town does not have an accrued
liability for past service costs. Pension costs amounted to
$204,194 in 1982.
NOTE 6 - TRUST FUNDS
The principal amount of all nonexpendable trust funds is restricted
either by law or by terms of individual bequests in that only income
earned may be expended. The Town's nonexpendable and expendable
trust funds at December 31, 1982, are detailed as follows:
Purpose












NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31. 1982
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS NOT INCLUDED
Financial statements of the District Court are not included in the
annual financial report of the Town because the funds are not
administered by elected officials. The Town appropriates the annual
salaries of the Justice and Clerk and receives, on a monthly basis,
the balance of court revenues after expenses. A separate report is
filed with the Administrative Committee of District and Municipal
Courts in accordance with the Revised Statutes Annotated 502-A:9-a.
PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
NOTE 9
The Town received $43,535 in lieu of taxes in 1982 under provision
of State Statutes R.S.A. 162-1:15 on property leased from the
Industrial Development Authority of the State of New Hampshire.
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT AGREEMENTS
The Town has entered into an installment payment agreement with
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) for the purchase
of electronic data processing equipment. $4,226 was paid in 1982 on













The agreement stipulates that if funds are not appropriated, there
is no obligation to pay the remainder of the total time sale price
beyond the end of the then-current fiscal period. However, IBM will
take possession of the equipment and retain all sums previously paid
as partial compensation for machine use and depreciation.
NOTE 10 - LITIGATION
The Town is involved in several pending lawsuits and the Town's
attorney anticipates a maximum damage award of $15,000 resulting
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December 31, 1982
NOTE 11 - SALE OF LEASED LAND
At a special Town Meeting May 11, 1982, the Town voted to offer its
leased lands for sale to the current tenants, subject to certain
terms and conditions, including the adoption of Special Legislation
to change Chapter 314 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated. This proposed legislation would allow the Town to
establish the Hampton Leased Land Real Estate Commission to oversee
such sales.
In recognition of their good faith to purchase leased lands, tenants
have deposited $20,600 with the Town. In the event all the
conditions of the purchase and sales agreements cannot be met, these
monies will be returned. Any interest earned on these deposits will










Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues









Interest and Penalties On Taxes
Total Taxes







Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Motor Vehicle Revenue Distribution













230,000 223,784 ( 6,216)
640,305 634,428 ( 5,877)
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 350,000
Dog Licenses 3,500
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 12,000







Rent of Town Property
Sewer User Fees

































Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues










Lang Memorial Library Fund
Capital Project Fund
Trust and Agency Funds
Total Other Financing Sources
Total Revenues
Fund Balance Used To Reduce Tax Rate
Total Revenues and Use of Fund Balance















Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances























































































































































Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Debt Service
Principal Of Long-Term Bonds and Notes
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds and Notes














Sewer User Fee Study 3,700
FICA, Retirement and Pension Contributions 124,580
Insurance 342,455
Unemployment Compensation 1 5 . 000




Cemetery Association Fund 10,000
Public Library Fund 82,253
Conservation Commission Fund 1,005
Mosquito Control Commission Fund 100
Trust and Agency Funds
Capital Reserve Fund 100,000
Total Other Financing Uses 193.358




























































Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - December 31, 1981 $569,903
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - December 31, 1982 428,813
Increase (Decrease) In




Revenue Surplus (Schedule 1)






Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce 1982 Tax Rate 390.000
Net Increase (Decrease) In





Federal Revenue Sharing Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance














Excess of Revenues Over Expenditures
Fund Balance - January 1





Public Library Fund - Operating Account
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
































Total Expenditures and Other Uses 84,696
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses ($ 2,142)
Fund Balance - January 1






Public Library Fund - Fine Account
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance





Books and Periodicals 3,097
Excess of Revenues Over Expenditures $ 218
Fund Balance - January 1 ( 178 )





Public Library Fund - Building Account
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Donations $6,850
Interest Income 5,389




Fund Raising Activities 2»000
Total Expenditures (>,lb2
Excess of Revenues Over Expenditures $11,421
Fund Balance - January 1 3^>^^^






Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance






Expenditures and Other Uses
Transfers To General Fund 158,825
Excess of Revenues Over
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balance - January 1









Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance









Total Revenues and Other Sources $1,545
Expenditures









Excess of Revenues and
Other Sources Over Expenditures
Fund Balance - January 1
$ 391
4.267





Mosquito Control Connnission Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982











Excess of Revenues and --
Other Sources Over Expenditures $ 34
Fund Balance - January 1 347






Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance







































Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balance - January 1










Statement of Town Clerk's Account
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
















Cash On Hand - December 31, 1982









Summary of Principal, Income and Investments - Cash Basis

































Balance Earned Expended Balance Principal
January 1, During During December 31, and Income
1982 Year Year 1982 December 31, 1982
$1 $ 282 $ $ 283 $ 4,064
1 532 533 6,483
277 277 3,277
259 259 2,759
1 442 443 4,579
_ 13.598 13,598 213,598
$3 $15,390 $-0- $15,393 $234,760
Schedule of Investments
Savings Account
Hampton Cooperative Bank $ 1,218
Certificates of Deposit
Hampton National Bank 1,946
Hampton Cooperative Bank 221,596
Bonds and Notes












KILLION, PLODZIK & SANDERSON
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS
171 NORTH MAIN STRCCT
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 0330I
JOMH J. KILLION. Jff.. C.PA. TCLCPHONCS
STCPHCH D. PLODZIK. PJh. a03 224-5971
nOKIIT C. BAMOCRSON. PJL BOS 228-0000
January 25, 1983
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampton
Hampton, New Hampshire
We have examined the various funds and groups of account of the Tovm of Hampton,
Hew Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1982, and have issued our report
thereon dated January 25, 1983.
As a part of our examination, we made a study and evaluation of the Town's
system of internal accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing standards. Under
these standards the purpose of such evaluation is to establish a basis for
reliance on the system of internal accounting control in determining the nature,
timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing
an opinion on the financial statements and to assist us in planning and
performing our examination of the financial statements.
Our examination of the financial statements made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, including the study and evaluation of the Town's
system of internal accounting cpn&i;/>>l, which was made for the purposes set forth
in the paragraph above, would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the
system because it was based on selective tests of accounting records and related
data. Such study and evaluation revealed the following conditions that we
believe are material in nattrt^. Such weaknesses are detailed in this letter.
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Typically, a report o£ this type places greater emphasis on findings of a
critical nature. Therefore, to put our conments in proper perspective, it
should be noted that the weaknesses observed are not necessarily the result of
poor management but are oftentimes due to factors outside the control of the
Town's personnel, such as organizational restrictions and budgetary limitations.
Previous management letters have revealed weaknesses which could affect the
internal accounting controls of the Town and we have offered our recommendations
for improvement. The past subjects of concern covered the following major
areas
:
A. Need For Adequate Staffing Level of Accounting Personnel
B. General Ledger System to Improve Monthly Financial Reporting
C. Implementation of Electronic Data Processing For Town Accounting Functions
D. Formal Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual
We are pleased to report that, comaencing in 1982, the Town is utilizing
electronic data processing (EDP) for many of its accounting functions. The
changeover from the manual system has not been without frustrations on the part
of management and personnel. Unfortunately, software development in the area of
governmental fund accounting has been slow and many of the computer programs
have had to be changed and upgraded to meet the specific needs of the Totm.
Although there is still need for improvement in the Town's accounting functions,
we do want to compliment management and staff for their efforts during this
year's conversion period. We have noted a willingness on the part of all
parties involved to resolve the difficulties encountered in the EDP development.
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We look for further improvements in 1983 in the use of a full double-entry
general ledger system which should greatly improve the monthly financial
reporting. In this regard, our past recommendations have included the
suggestion the Town employ an experienced accountant on a full-time basis. As
the Town has not acted on this past recommendation but is continuing to rely on
one bookkeeper to maintain all of the accounting for the various Town funds, we
recommend the Town purchase the services of the independent auditors to
periodically review the financial statements and be available to respond to
technical questions.
Use of Bank Debit Memos
There were two instances during the year where the use of a bank debit memo
instead of a Town check was used for payments of tax anticipation notes.
As a result, the bookkeeper failed to record the related interest expense
on the Town books. Therefore, the monthly financial reports did not
reflect the proper charges to the appropriation.
In order to comply with the provision of RSA 41:29 which requires Selectmen
and Town Manager's approval of all expenditures made by the Treasurer, we
suggested that all payments be manifested and paid through the normal bill
paying process, which will also insure the proper recording of the cash
transactions in the Town's books.
Electronic Data Processing System
The purpose of backing-up or copying computer files is to provide some
assurance that in the event the production copy of the file cannot be read,
a duplicate copy is available. We recommend that as systems are placed on
a production status, backup procedures be implemented to insure that
processing can continue without undue delay. In addition, a secured a-ea
in another building should be designated as the storage location for be.-kup
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files. Also, current data and program disks are currently left on an
office shelf at night. We recommend they be placed into a vault for
protection from misuse and vandalism.
Formal Accounting Policies and Accounting Procedures Manual
We again suggest a review of the billing and collection procedures for
ambulance and sludge revenue and the bookkeeping procedures utilized by the
police department in the collection of revenues, to strengthen controls and
to assure the accountability of all funds due the Town, in addition to
determining that Town policy is being enforced. We also recommend that the
Town establish a formal manual outlining the various accounting and
bookkeeping procedures for the Town and the various departments. The
general policies relating to the accounting and bookkeeping functions
should be delineated in this manual. As a minimum, the manual should
contain; Da description of all departments' accounting and bookkeeping
records, 2) an organizational chart and job description for each accounting
and bookkeeping function by department, 3) a detailed chart of accounts and
their description, 4) a policy statement with reference to document files,
document filing, and records retention, and 5) a listing of the various
accounting reports needed for the governmental entity.
Killion, Plodzik and Sanderson appreciates the courtesy and assistance extended
by Town Management and employees of the Town of Hampton during the course of our
examination. If you have any questions relating to the matters in this letter,
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